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Christopher Saucedo: World Trade Center as a Cloud, 2011. Installation, 2015 New Orleans Museum of Art..

Of Memory & Loss
BY TERRINGTON CALAS
art historical one: the traditional depiction of the Virgin Mother’s
miraculous Assumption ― a scene showing St. Mary, often cloudborne, as she is “assumed” bodily into paradise. The subject is
markedly dramatic in Renaissance and Baroque painting. Correggio comes to mind. His version was an astounding feat of illusionist magic ― countless floating figures, in vaporous clutter, soaring
toward the heavens. It was also an inordinate maneuver exactly
right for a pending era of inordinate religiosity.
In Saucedo’s work here, a certain religiosity is, in fact, the
very keynote. But it is hardly inordinate. What you feel, rather, is
a serene meditation, a sort of aestheticized prayer ― fervor tempered by form. Indeed, as simple as these images appear, they
are scrupulously marshaled, and marshaled in the forthright, cerebral spirit of classicism. Time and again, Saucedo manipulates
an equivocal shape ― his tower-cloud ― and anchors it within a
firmly balanced syntax. The result is an array of compositions that
exude an august quality and a classical “finality.” At the same time,
they suggest a decided penchant for formal pictorial language.
Still, despite Saucedo’s emphatic design sense, an unarguable devotional air hangs over the series. It has to do, in part,
with the way he articulates the central figure ― the way he urges
his medium to remold it and, at times, almost to obscure it. He
created the shape by working with saturated layers of white linen
pulp, then pressing them, still wet, onto handmade paper. The effect is more nuance than object. The towers become evanescent,
their contours dissolving and producing a barely perceptible fog.
Something about this image — perhaps its fragile bearing, or its
shuddery remoteness — confers a sacred character, and the capacity to stir. This is not unlike the stirring prompted by a tremulous
Rothko color-bank. You perceive a deep spirituality somehow distilled in a single image, a supreme instance of the efficacy of signs.

TEN YEARS GONE
New Orleans Museum of Art
New Orleans, LA
-

IN “TEN YEARS GONE,” Christopher Saucedo offers a poetic
evocation of a mind-shattering event. His World Trade Center as
a Cloud suite consists of ten hazed images ― each one a white,
vaguely architectural mist suspended on a resonant blue field.
The allusive impact is immediate. The work registers as memory
compressed. It illustrates the capacity of memory to punctuate
and exalt an experience ― and to render a final, metaphorical
simplicity. In this instance, such simplicity has a searing force.
Saucedo grasps the distant horror and abridges it to a conclusive
image, to something approachably formal. Almost a stylization,
almost an emblem. Initially, you’re struck by the cool terseness
of the motif ― that, and the sheer beauty of so many expanses of
eye-drenching color. But then, the overall tenor emerges. You
sense an odd but unmistakable bleakness. Despite the tonically inviting surfaces, these images unnerve. They look fugitive,
tenuous; their quality fairly speaks of imminent void. The consequence is a trenchant spectacle about effacement and the idea of
utter absence.
And there is, of course, Saucedo’s recurring motif itself,
always slightly altered, like memory; always floating, rising, like
some numinous incident. Its sense of the spiritual is palpable.
This mannered, cloud-like motif connotes skyscrapers, certainly,
but also specters. Most notably specters. It is a conflation of architectural grandeur and metaphysical passage. The image presents
itself as a powerful tragic utterance, but its tone is distinctly heroic.
The most fitting analogue, perhaps, would be a Christian04

Christopher Saucedo: World Trade Center as a Cloud (no. 4), 2011. Handmade paper, linen on cotton, 40” high.

viewers. The broad theme, it might be said, permitted a selection that, with two exceptions, virtually sidesteps Katrina itself.
My view on this is ambivalent. The exhibition’s concept is solid,
pertinent, and it brings together some truly moving works of art
— an occasion much needed in an art world lately freighted with
every manner of the trivial. On the other hand, it is difficult to
jettison the impact of personal experience on our commerce with
this, or any, exhibition. To quote one colleague, the oblique nature of the project was “a superlative idea, at least from a certain
vantage; that is to say, from the vantage of someone who did not
actually endure the reality of Katrina and the levee failures.” I
note this because the larger audience for “Ten Years Gone” must
be taken into account. That audience, in great measure, has an
emotionally charged relationship to the anniversary. For some,
“oblique,” in this circumstance, will signify detachment. Such
an impression, unfortunately, might generate a mere glance at
what may be one of NOMA’s most powerful shows in memory.
This high estimation relates to the richness and
force of certain works Lord has selected. Besides Saucedo’s
lyrical suite, the other glory of “Ten Years Gone” is Dawn
DeDeaux’s stately Water Markers,
a series of plank-like,
acrylic sculptures encased with images of clear water. They
lean against the wall in various spaces throughout the museum,
at times juxtaposed with objects in the permanent collection.
At first, they suggest a transparent take on the classic
painting-sculpture hybrids of John McCracken — those propped

But the spirituality you note in Saucedo’s constructions is
circumscribed, direct ― not on the order of an expansive Rothko
genuflection. Not about the sublime. It concerns a specific human
tragedy. And it imparts a very real pathos. Seen together, these
ten pieces constitute an elegy, a dignifying performance for lost
lives — aesthetically judicious, and acutely sorrowing. (The poignancy here is deepened by the knowledge that Saucedo’s brother,
a New York City firefighter, was lost in the World Trade Center
attacks.) The suite also provides a symbol for our current epoch
of vulnerability and calamity and sacrifice. To my mind, an image
like Saucedo’s World Trade Center as a Cloud, No. 4, as it channels
the eye upward, is a most persuasive contemporary Assumption.
“TEN YEARS GONE,” was curated by NOMA’s Russell Lord
and slated to signal the 10th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina. It
takes on a capacious, four-part theme: “time, memory, loss and
transformation.” And the exhibition, as Lord puts it, sought “to
situate the significance of the past decade within a larger context
of human endeavor and life experience.” This may seem an unwieldy task — and doubly so when one considers that only six
artists were engaged. But then, for a Katrina memorialization,
something ambitious was certainly necessary and welcome. So
was the declared attempt to subdue the obvious, to avoid “images
of destruction or ruin that so often follow in the wake of tragedy.”
And yet, the final display we see — organized and installed with consummate finesse — is something of a jolt for many
05

Dawn DeDeaux: Rushed in Near Ten from Water Markers, 2006-2015. Installation, New Orleans Museum of Art.

slabs, lustrously monochromed, that lent a nonchalance to the
minimalist movement. (A fine example of these was, for some
years, in the lobby at K&B Plaza). But DeDeaux’s Water Markers are, at core, a patent departure from the orthodoxies of old-line
minimalism, most notably its firm literalness. Her topic here is the
life-world, and human exigency in the life-world — and, specifically, the appalling consequences of the post-storm floods of 2005.
She reflects upon this with a poised and all but diffident
body of works. No heated sentiment. No lamentation. Instead,
you detect a muted yet sustained intensity, a rapt gaze upon nature in the larger sense. And her final rendering is something
bordering on the exquisite, something treasurable. The sheer elegance of the sculptures is almost startling. You hesitate to savor it. Is this the surface of grave content? What you see is an
aristocratic grace that brings to mind Ellsworth Kelly’s spare,
nature-revering abstractions — very different works with a similar tone. It is a grace without rhetoric — unvaunted, but Olympian in its reserve. This is form stripped clean of ornament. You
feel the bliss of beauty, but not its easy decline into vulgarity.
What really matters here, of course, is the employ
of such beauty as it touches on natural phenomena. In Kelly’s
art, it has long been a question of immaculate images culled
from pondered observation. For him, nature — along with
some of the built world — provides a matrix for formalist aesthetic invention. His preoccupation, verging on obsession,
is optical discernment. He offers an utterly purified world.
DeDeaux, on the other hand, seems less occupied with
the look of things. In her Water Markers, elegant form is a supportive mechanism; it serves as a means of presentation. The approach, in fact, feels almost anti-aesthetic. What seizes you is the
foursquare directness of method — reductive objects casually submitted, as if by chance. But that method is essential. It compels
your interest. And, in a sense, it evinces DeDeaux’s aspiration

beyond formal questions. What she advances, in lieu, is a measured pursuit that takes the floods as a springboard. Her objective,
it would seem, is a contemplation of the dense reality of nature —
its mystery, its fields of force, its portents, its human conjunctions.
For this theme, one might imagine a plight-laden image, an image fingering out to the dire effects of nature’s power and, in fact, laying such effects unapologetically before us. I
am thinking here of much of the art we saw in the months following Katrina. To be sure, some of those images will haunt
us forever.
Others will linger as invaluable documents.
But the weight of this project — such a concentrated
attempt at penetrating nature — can be better served by a kind
of religious art; and perhaps the most affecting religious art is a
an exceedingly discreet one. (Consider, for example, from the
early 19th century, Friedrich’s famous monk, diminutive and immobile before the infinite.) Thus the ceremonial, exalted tenor of
a work like DeDeaux’s Rushed in Near Ten, installed shrine-like
at the top of the museum’s great staircase. All you see is a segment of captured nature, a water image set apart, vitrined. But
the image is immensely suggestive. It is beatified by its manner
of display, by its unique location; vivified by light, constantly altered by light. Like all the pieces in the series, the sculpture has
a complex function. It exhibits a pictorial façade and, via transparency, “projects” a shimmering, “metaphysical” twin. And further, the consequent spectacle intimates nature’s force — everything from the ripples in a pond to a monumental surge. The
mind-pictures you garner are endless. And notions of a transcendent presence — of the deity — are impossible to avoid.
Such notions call to mind the long tradition of the Romantic landscape. In a singular way, the Water Markers appear
to honor it. We think of that tradition, at its headiest moments, in
terms of an artist’s encounter with “the sublime” — ego-eclipsing
awe in the face of nature. This was a deeply emotional mode and,
06

Dawn DeDeaux: Water Markers (detail), 2006-2015. Installation, New Orleans Museum of Art.

imagery you see is presented factually, unsullied — water simply reproduced. More important, an air of deference suffuses
DeDeaux’s works. Positioned as they are, they attain a sacramental air, as if one should stand mute before them. And yet, they
are hardly an attempt at “the sublime redux,” nothing so dramatic. This is a meditated venture, not an impassioned one.
DeDeaux’s aesthetic skirmish with the past serves her
well. Straight off, it provides an appealing conceptual richness.
But signally, it clarifies her distinctiveness. Although I see her
mainspring as largely pantheistic — or broadly religious — her
unique strategy plays a disarming role. I’m thinking here of
her intimacy of vision. She tackles a vast subject by diminishing it. You see this in two ways. On the one hand, with a sly
quaintness, she employs the Water Markers as direct signifiers
of matter-of-fact detail. Each panel indicates an actual water
level that was witnessed and declared by a homeowner in poststorm New Orleans. Hence the titles: Topped out at eight, and
Not too bad . . . almost four, and the like. And this matter-of-fact
gambit leads to the true, more evocative intimacy of her project.
This relates to DeDeaux’s choice of imagery and how she
maneuvers it. The sculptures take one of the particulars of the

in key works, theology overbore aesthetics. Its sentiment is echoed
in William James’s famous text: “… the will to assert ourselves …
has been displaced by a willingness to close our mouths and be
nothing in the floods and waterspouts of God.” In the late-modern
era, such obeisance seems quaint. Even Land Art, the 1960s and
70s heir to the tradition, was only meagerly theological. Pivotal
artists of that movement, chiefly Robert Smithson and Walter De
Maria, sought a kind of primeval spirituality, but there was a certain impudence in their attitude. They looked upon nature as a medium — something to manipulate, to transform and invade, symbolically to ravish. In various guises, that posture persists today.
DeDeaux’s view, as I say, is singular. And a part of this
is the way she touches so cannily on art history, all the while assaying a contemporary moment. You sense, especially, a presiding
aspect of the Romantic; to wit, the Doric grandeur of the Water
Markers. They present themselves, metaphorically, as the lifeworld in excelsis. But then, there is also evidence of the savvy
modernist with an envie for ancient culture — something manifest
in the serene, elemental poetics of these sculptures. As a result,
you fancy a vague accord with Land Art’s primitive forms, but
certainly not with its nature-bending hauteur. Indeed, the natural
07

Nicholas Nixon: The Brown Sisters, New Canaan, Connecticut. 1975. © Nicholas Nixon. Courtesy Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco.

natural world — water— and enshrine it. By dint of context and
frontality, this synoptic image becomes less a depiction than a real
presence in the room — with you. Its nearness and implied factuality stop the eye, compel you to take a long, considered look.
And every possible inference comes to mind. Among them, of
course, is some sense of the sublime — the sublime with its implication of formidable nature. But DeDeaux’s intimate view seems
to refute the very idea. By closing in the way she does — a kind
of discreet scrutiny — she impels you to observe, behind glass, the
exquisite otherness of nature. A strangeness to be pondered, not
feared. You grasp also a surpassing yet delicate beauty, and you
come away persuaded of the overall benignity of the life-world.
These sculptures are sleek, condensed sonnets of hope.

fication — as a document for psychological perusal, chiefly via
body language. I was struck by the distinct stances: that protective embrace of two sisters; the independent, near-aloofness of
one sister; the seeming defiance of another. Today, those observations seem to mean little. There is much more to see and
to think about. And body language is only a part of it.
Looking at the series, the natural impulse, perhaps, is to
seek out familial tenderness among the portraits. And indeed it is
frequently there. In the 1986 shot, for example, you feel a genuine
warmth in the women’s faces and in their bearing. But this series
covers forty years, and Nixon’s gaze is unyielding. He is recording time’s passage — and everything that implies. For many viewers, the pictures are about the conspicuous reality of aging, the
old “time is a thief” line. In fact, the aging of the sisters does say
a great deal. You quickly notice how discrepant it is. It suggests,
rather poignantly, varying degrees of life experience, of “living.”
Merely examining the faces, you retain a sense of who has endured more in life. There is also a shade of life’s crueler episodes.
In 1999, for instance, the sisters look unusually forceful, possibly
defensive — with stern faces, and huddled together as if in fierce
solidarity; and they clutch the shoulders of one sister, the one sister
with her head tilted and a melancholy expression, Nixon’s wife.
But as I say, we cannot really know. This is the camera’s foray into private life, and it remains speculative. Nixon’s
view, granted, is extraordinarily persuasive, a consequence of his
probing technique. He somehow reveals everything — small details, expressive nuances, especially expressive nuances — with
unusual clarity. Still, the viewer’s grasp of his images must relate to personal experience. What you see seizes you because
the Brown Sisters’s private life has to do with all of us. Every
image leaps into your own experience — and into the maelstrom of memory. That is the special power of this series. It
compels a search of memory’s turbulent yet rich wellspring.
And this, at center, is the business of “Ten Years Gone.” q

AS A CODA, I add this note on a third work in “Ten Years
Gone.” Nicholas Nixon’s The Brown Sisters, is particularly effective. These are forty photographs, taken annually since 1975,
of the artist’s wife and her three sisters. The first in the series
was familiar; it was a long-time favorite from History of Photography courses in school. Four girls in a family snapshot. But
actually what I saw, at least initially, was a snapshot-as-rigorouslystructured-composition — pale figures, softly lighted, and silhouetted onto the dusky intimation of a pastoral setting. Also, for
me, the image seemed redolent of idyllic summer evenings, and
it evoked the intriguing relationship of young siblings. And this,
necessarily, prompted hours of speculation and varied conclusions
about the subjects themselves. Accordingly, I thought I knew
the Brown Sisters. For certain, I did not. These forty pictures,
now all of a piece, speak about the things we cannot really know.
In this exhibition, Russell Lord’s “time, memory, loss
and transformation” are most heavily underscored in Nixon’s
project. (It may be the farthest from Katrina, but certainly, as experience, the most universal.) My memory of that first image is
derived from about 1988, and it has little to do with those four
ideas. I saw the picture then — in hopeless academic simpli08

Pearl Damour and Shawn Hall: How To build a Forest, 2015. Contemporary Arts Center. Photo credit: Paul A. Court.

A Fantastical Rebuilding
BY REBECCA LEE REYNOLDS

PEARL DAMOUR and SHAWN HALL
How To Build A Forest
Contemporary Arts Center
New Orleans, LA
_

in New York City in 2011 and has been touring the country since
then. The four performances at the CAC finally bring the project
home to New Orleans, where Hall and D’Amour are based, and to
the south Lousiana landscape that originally inspired it.

THE NOTION OF building a forest is a paradox. Forests grow;
they are not the results of human construction. This contradiction
is at the heart of How to Build a Forest, an 8 hour long performance
in which a team of performers builds an artificial forest. Theater/
performance artists Katie Pearl and Lisa D’Amour, known as the
duo PearlDamour, collaborated with visual artist Shawn Hall to
design what is being billed as a “durational event”: part performance, part art installation. The event premiered at The Kitchen

A crew of six performers dressed in identical blue jumpsuits begins by clearing off the stage, walking around and picking up any little bits left over from the previous performance and
placing them into a glass jar. After sweeping the space with a big
broom, they lower a grid of ropes from the ceiling that will be the
trunks of the forest’s trees. One performer wheels out a cart full
of bags, placing little canvas pouches below each trunk. Another
brings out a mass of black and silver wires with bright magenta
09

politicians and pressure them to make more environmentally sensitive decisions. A handout even directs visitors on a walking tour
of the neighborhood, drawing our attention to the interaction of
man and nature in the city.
About 45 minutes in, the house lights are turned off and
the stage lights come on as a ranger announces that the forest is
now open to visitors. First, visitors must submit to an orientation
with a ranger and take off their shoes. The performers also work
in bare feet, and one performer slowly moves back and forth from
check-in point to the “overlook” at the top of the audience as he
shuttles the shoes from entrance to exit point. The ranger protects
the boundaries of the forest and enforces the sense of reverence
due this creative work in progress. Inside the forest, visitors wander around to look at the materials up close and watch the builders
work. I found a spot to sit down on the floor, close enough to see
the trees in detail. At that point, they sat in puddles of bright yellow or lavender or sparkly blue netting. Each tree trunk was like a
stocking that could be pulled up the leg, or line, that it surrounded,
and each one was actually made out of sheer fabrics such as pantyhose. The stocking trees had little bases, decorative touches of
peacock feathers and fuzzy borders. The trees are obviously not
a simulation; they’re not trying to trick us into thinking that they
are actually trees. Instead, the material choices re-create the sense
of wonder experienced in natural settings—that sense of looking
up at the top of a tall cypress tree and feeling blown away by the
power of something outside of ourselves. The strategy includes no
illusion at all, but there are references to help identify the forms as
trees. Each trunk, for instance, has a kind of bark—little patches or
pockets of fabric sewn onto the surface of each tree.

bulbs, taping them to the ground under each cluster of ropes. A little later the performers will blow through plastic tubing to slightly
inflate the bulbs. Big Ziploc bags are clipped onto the ropes with
clothespins, each containing the materials to create a tree. When
the ziplocs are unpacked, the performers fling them behind their
backs and another performer rushes to catch them before they hit
the floor. The sense of whimsy in such moments is part of what
maintains interest for the audience.
A tinkling sound accompanies the next set of materials,
what look like metal wires on vertical stands. In another example
of whimsy, the performers treat these stands like puppets. They
kneel down to make them clomp around the stage as if horses. The
sound of their ‘hooves’ is beautiful and adds an interesting rhythm
that punctuates the stillness. Later in the performance, the stands
will be covered with silk neckties, the performers threading each
tie over the vertical wire, and then finished off at the top with little
tulle pieces that make them resemble flowers or marsh grasses.
Every now and then the performers open up big red translucent
trash bags and rush across the floor with the bags open to capture
fresh air, then tidily knotting the bag. These will wind up portraying the tops of trees.
The audience sits on bleacher-like platforms, watching
the building activity as if a tableau presented before them. The setup maintains a clear sense of boundaries, justified by the theatrical
references to stage, performers, and audience. And yet the boundaries exist to be crossed. The performers occasionally come out into
the audience to have conversations with audience members, and
the audience is invited onto the stage. Signs indicate that “rangers”
are available; they wind through the audience, sitting down next
to new visitors to hand out “field guides” and answer questions.
The figure of the ranger is obviously modeled after forest rangers
in our national system of parks and forests, and intended to convey
a pedagogical tone in which the rangers teach us about the forest,
about how to appreciate the natural world.

I watched the builders distribute air pumps to blow up
what looked like beach balls, and watched amazed as they orchestrated the wheezing sound of the pumps into a musical composition. Sound was a key element. At times, the space was very quiet,
the performers speaking only in whispers to each other. I could
hear the sound of the rotating stand fan blowing on the audience,
and occasionally I heard motorcycles outside on the street. At other times, projected sound punctuated the action, such as the sound
of waves and a gong-like sound that alternated between high and
low pitches, almost lulling me to sleep at one point. The builders
wandered around from tree to tree, pulling up the material that
makes up their trunks, rolling out rugs at their base, and raising a
silver curtain in the back. Twice I received gifts from the performers—little fortune slips that said “Intimacy is Awesome” and “We
have no idea what we are doing.” I had already been instructed to
keep such ‘treasures’ in the small glassine envelope included in the
field guide.

The performers, on the other hand, are referred to as
“builders” and the ranger warns us that they won’t have much time
to talk unless they take a break and come out into the audience.
At one point, this did indeed happen and one explained to me the
origin of the whole project—an experience of losing a field of pine
trees during Hurricane Katrina at family property in Covington.
The performance, then, was a kind of fantastical rebuilding of that
particular forest, as if to assuage the sense of loss. One visitor commented that it had a “fairy tale essence,” and the reference expresses the wish fulfillment aspect of trying to rebuild something lost.
The microcosm of that stand of pine trees becomes an entry point
into the macrocosm of considering the potential loss of our entire
landscape. If only we could rebuild that field of pine trees becomes
if only we could turn back the clock and restore the ecology of our
region, of our world, to some pure state before we messed everything up. It’s an impossible dream, and yet the utopian vision has a
long history of being used artistically as both a critique of the present and inspiration for political action to make things better. Taking this time to sit here for two hours, or four, or all eight, and to
think about our relationship to nature, might make us more present
in the rest of our lives. It might make us think twice about what we
throw away. It might make us more interested in recycling or other
ecological strategies, or might make us ask more questions of our

The straightforward structure of the field guide plays
against the whimsy of the materials and the performance. A complicated chart in the guide tracks elements from “The Earth,” including various metals, plants, glass, and oil, that make up the
materials used in the installation (such as thread, florist foam, Styrofoam peanuts, spray foam, neckties, and tulle). The other side of
the chart tracks the origin of those objects by country and by place
of acquisition, whether ordered online or purchased in a hardware
store or junk store or found on the street or in a dumpster. The
ranger collects more information about the materials brought in by
visitors—using a flashlight to read the materials tag on shirts and
10
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noting the location. Mine was, like many, made in China. Results
are tabulated and visible at the overlook when reclaiming one’s
shoes. The interior of the field guide reverses the usual identification of plants and natural materials to identify the artificial origins of materials such as mesh produce bags, yarn, fabric, satin
trim, and packing peanuts. Most trace their origin to oil, processed
into polystyrene (the packing peanuts) or polyester (fabric, yarn,
thread) or HDPE-high density polyethylene (the produce bags).
Once on the stage, visitors look for little flags marked with symbols that match up to the field guide so that they can literally see
what the artificial trees are made of.

Sometimes I felt like the building activity was so slow
that I wasn’t seeing results, and yet when I came back from a lunch
break, I was shocked to find so many trees raised all the way to
the ceiling and new large tubes snaking horizontally across the
floor. The drop-in, drop-out structure of the performance rewarded
such returns. The horizontal tubes turned out to be the trunks of
one very special tree raised to the right of center on the stage—
once raised, the diagonal lines of the tubes clearly implied an old
live oak tree with multiple trunks. I had one in my backyard as a
teenager, with five trunks like this one, and I reminisced about the
wonder it inspired. I recalled the clear contrast between the shapes
of live oak trees, spreading out and curving to the ground, versus
the tall pines shooting toward the sky. Here the old oak tree was
made of lavender materials with bright pink splotches—a pattern
of pink circles with lines radiating out of them like hairs. The same
circle and line pattern could be seen on the back of each builder’s
jumpsuit.

The guide reflects the project’s interest in ecological devastation…oil spills, the melting polar ice caps, fracking, etc. But
its roots are a critique of alienation, in a Marxist sense—the physical and psychological distance that now separates us from the origin of the food on our dinner tables and the products that we buy.
This is the motivation behind one audience member’s question,
“Where does Cheez Whiz come from?” Or, “Where does bubble
wrap come from?” When I heard the question, I thought wow,
that’s a little loud, perhaps even rude. But it became clear that
some of the audience members were performers too. They were
less visible without the blue jumpsuits, but I later realized they
were recognizable because of their bare feet and matching scarves.
At one point when I settled down in a seat, the chattering audience
performers moved to surround me and I could see their improvised script, visible on index cards in their hands. “Let’s just take a
breath,” one suggested. “He gets so mad when I talk about the oil,”
another remarked. I heard something about the weather, something
about sliced Creole tomatoes, “want a little sweet tea?” At times
the comments were a little too obvious: “the animals know more
than we know” or “the problem is we can’t go back.” But they
were also funny, especially when each performer answered that
problem with “I blame it on…” filling in the blank with Coke Zero,
frozen pizza, Doritos, paper towels. A chorus of “by hand” was
clearly intended to contrast the hand-building happening on stage
to the industrial manufacture at the base of our society and our
food system.

By mid-afternoon the beach balls had been covered with
sheer fabrics and the builders were focused on adding leaves and
branches: round plastic discs hanging like nets from horizontal
metal rods with silvery surfaces that reflected the light. Audio
speakers had been covered with dress skirts topped with old records and now resembling tree stumps. For the finishing touches,
the builders raised the nets of plastic discs up so that they resembled the tops of pine or cypress trees. They scattered round islands
of spray foam and florist foam that had packing peanuts growing
out of them; the lights were turned off for one performer wearing
a headlamp to place what looked like spark plugs or transistors
into the foam. The performers also scattered little pieces of paper
around, pulling them out of their pockets and dropping them to
the ground to recall the dropped pine needles that would blanket
the floor of the forest. After about six hours of building, the forest
would stay on display for about an hour before being completely
disassembled in the last hour of the performance.
Sitting in the audience for hours at a time, I was frankly
surprised that I stayed so long. I felt very calm and peaceful watching the forest grow, a calm that I particularly needed that day as
I was recovering from my own frustrating confrontation with nature. The day before I had tried to fly through Texas in the middle
of torrential rain and with the ferocious category 5 Hurricane Patricia barreling through Mexico. Mother Nature won that battle, and
I had to cancel my trip, and that was the only reason why I could
be in the audience that day instead of another day. As I listened to
the chorus of the audience performers, I suddenly realized that the
very themes of the performance were responsible for placing me in
the audience that day—climate change leading to hurricanes and
other extreme weather events, but also the hubris of our human
campaign to use technology to exceed our bodies’ normal boundaries, a project that had failed me in the face of weather delays
and missed connections. It felt like a warning to pay attention, a
reminder that we humans are not in control, that nature always
fights back. And yet the metaphor of building returns a sense of
agency and empowerment: a sense that we can work together, we
can build, we can fix this. In How to Build a Forest, labor is acted
out in the many references to building and construction as work,
and yet the whimsy of the performance reminds us that work is
also play.
q

As the first tree started to rise, the other performers
stopped their tasks and sat on the floor around the builder of the
tree. As she raised the tree very slowly, they watched with reverence, a mood that often alternated with the whimsy. I left the stage
at that point to talk to a ranger, and she calmly received each of
my questions with the reply “that’s a great question.” I asked what
was happening, and she explained the use of a pulley system to
pull up each tree by hand. I asked why it was so slow, and she
responded that the forest grows on its own time. Finally I asked if
it was important for the others to watch, and she replied that they
made it important by deciding to watch and honor the growth. Pace
was clearly a crucial strategy in the performance, and it often varied. At times nothing much happened—at one point the performers seemed to be taking a rest period—and at other times it felt
quite busy. Pace also structured the viewing experience—with few
audience members at the beginning, it felt quite still, in contrast
to the long lines that snaked away from the orientation desk midafternoon when several families visited with small children, all of
whom were delighted by the forest.
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Bruce Davenport, Jr.: I’m Way Better than Basquit Sure Nuff Is, 2015. Pen and marker on paper, 42 x 62 inches.

Birch/Davenport/Parks
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
restrained rooting of the plants in actual life. The horror vacui of
the images, contained by the gestalt of the picture plane, seems to
represent physical attempts we make to harness or overcome natural forces. The Romantic temperament of the sublime renders such
attempts futile. The images flood the picture plane, overfilling the
capacity of the shape to the effect of suffocation or drowning.
The crystallographic balance of fields of texture appears
in some works at Arthur Roger, but it is replaced by more iconic
imagery for the most part. The exhibit, titled “Seen and Unseen:
Coupling,” is, as stated by the artist in the catalog for the show,
evidence of attempts to “look beyond the idea of series….to understand how the interconnections between images add another layer
in itself, creating unique visual and literal language.” The images,
which individually are strong enough to stand alone, together form
a melodic overture that Birch likens to the way a “core” of jazz,
or individual melody, changes and expands in meaning within the
context of an orchestra.
The paintings at Arthur Roger are marked by the variety
of their subject matter - the compositions picture shoes, plumbing,
and wrapped cars – mundane objects that are part of New Orleans

WILLIE BIRCH
BRUCE DAVENPORT
GORDON PARKS
Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA
_

IT’S DIFFICULT TO place exhibits in New Orleans at this time of
this year outside of the context of The Storm. The subject looms
like heavy billowing clouds, densely gray and thickly churning,
an extended horizontal weight floating and staying just above our
heads. Many of us are walking with eyes cast down, or otherwise
away from the reminders of ten years gone. At New Orleans Museum of Art, it is an apt title for an exhibit comprised of work not
necessarily about Katrina. At Arthur Roger Gallery, the concept
also appears to be at the heart of three exhibitions.
This month, Willie Birch has work up concurrently at
NOMA and Arthur Roger, with strong ties between the images.
The allover pattern of new growth in his yard post-K stretches to
all corners of the paintings at the museum, indicative of the un13

Willie Birch: Door Hinge, 2015. Charcoal and acrylic on paper, 12 x 18 inches.

but also legible and relatable in a wider context. They seem like
still lives, which were once the lowest on the hierarchy of academic subjects – experimented upon by early modernists because they
had been abandoned, and were unburdened from the hackneyed
approaches of academic peers. Birch finds revelations of form in
them as well, and elevates or provokes their content through their
couplings in the show.
Birch’s focus on unseen moments of symmetry, as in
Door Hinge, Unpainted Door Hinge, and Irons, indicate the concept of the ideal and perfection embedded in formal balance. The
objects’ connotations stretch farther, intimating closure and control – both concepts related compositionally to gestalt and containment, but also to personal, social, and political restraint. Have we,
in the past ten years, been able to overcome old issues, or contend
with new ones that arose with the floodwater in New Orleans? The
failed blockage of the levees did not metaphorically parallel an
outpouring of total compassion for the city, a break from red tape
or lies – kinds of constraints.
The symmetry in these paintings is broken by repetition

in the negative space, or the addition of unrepeated compositional
elements as in Morning Light on Urquhart Street. An energy meter to the left of the composition weights the symmetry to that side.
The sense of imbalance imparted by this formal element suggests
that 0nly the unpredictable can be expected.
Birch’s achromatic compositions recall the gray scale of
Guernica. Picasso’s lament over man-made destruction utilizes
more harrowing representation than Birch’s paintings, but Birch
still gets at the abject nature of the concept. An image of a toilet stabbed with a plunger joins a room filled with paintings of
shoes, on and off feet. Debased objects like these speak of trudging through unwanted, troubling tasks. But, in the context of elfreflection, perhaps in these images the figures are walking toward
something new, away from the gray clouds hovering just above.
Birch lets us look down and watch our steps, thus looking away
from the heavy presence of the past.
Bruce Davenport, Jr. – now Dapper Bruce Lafitte – fills
the adjacent space with new work on the subject of Muhammad
Ali. His drawings join black and white photographs of the fighter
14

Gordon Parks: Untitled, London, England, 1966 (GPAR 0027) 2014. Gelatin Silver Print, 24 x 20 inches

by Gordon Parks, echoing the achromatic palette of Birch’s paintings in the space next door. The exhibition text remarks on the
“softer side of the boxer” revealed in Parks’ images, showing Ali
“relaxed and introspective” in comfortable moments with his portraitist. The images play well with Davenports’ polychromatic images of Ali’s various fights, depicted in fractured space and caricatured line as is typical of his work.
The horror vacui in Davenport’s work affords him opportunities to depict multiple views at once, which press against the
edges of the picture plane much like Davenport’s signature pride
bulges at their seams. In three of the four large-scale pen-andmarker drawings, vignettes surround a central image as in the panels of Gothic altarpieces. In this vein, they are somewhat didactic

– but rather than communicating about power of a god or saint,
Davenport proclaims Ali’s and his own prowess in the margins of
the micro-compositions. The vignettes isolate moments in Ali’s
fights and victories along the sides of the larger, iconic centerpiece,
and the text dictates Davenport’s own successes, linking the two as
fighters.
In a fourth, titled Muhammad Ali was my Uncle Robert
Favorite Prize Fighter, Davenport arranges the composition as a
map of moments in Ali’s fights. Each high-color squared section
mimics the shape of the boxing ring, or the shape of a photograph
or television screen set to capture the fight as it occurred, just as
fans would watch the fight from armchairs. Davenport has spoken
about his strategy in forming the composition, both planning the
15

Bruce Davenport, Jr.: Muhammad Ali was my Uncle Robert Favorite Prize Fighter, 2015. Pen, marker on paper, 45.5” high.
______

execution and allowing for spontaneity. The approach parallels the
run of a boxing match – stinging with certainty, dancing with the
erratic change of the game.
Davenport admits his own competition with himself – he
“retired” as Bruce Davenport, Jr., to become Dapper Bruce Lafitte,
as Cassius Clay became Muhammad Ali. The title of this show,
“The Dapper Bruce Lafitte Introduces: Draw Like a Butterfly,
Sting Like a Bee,” also introduces his new persona and its artistic potential to his audience. Davenport competes now with his
past persona – the work of the best against the best. The culture
and social construct of the city, too, competes with its past, as the
question of its future remains unanswered, and as the structure and
population of its oldest and most iconic neighborhoods shift.
Davenport’s work has always indicated a kind of fight for
optimism, sustained by self-love that manifests itself outwardly in
caring, meticulous, and complex images of city in which the artist
has always lived. His iconic visual language may be constructed

of narcissistic messages, but it is also a reflection of his dedication
to New Orleans and its history. If at this moment Davenport is
introducing a new persona, it seems fitting it should emerge with
impact. Within the context of the Parks photographs, the drawings
also soften.
A time of anniversary, memorial, and reflection is not just
an opportunity to reflect on the past; it’s also a moment to look at
now. Birch’s images of the mundane formally analyze the appearance of the city with a documentary palette. Davenport’s drawings
assess the artist’s sense of self in a moment of transition. Park’s
photographs reveal vulnerability in a man who was nearly invincible. All are snapshots in a way, freezing time to contemplate
the phenomenon of the captured moment. That contemplation is
an important exercise – one that would hopefully yield positive
change in a place that is ultimately now, and perhaps always, in
flux.
					
q
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Rachel Jones Deris: Untitled (Weed), oil on canvas. Collins C. Diboll Art Gallery

Light Preserves
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
ral world, are Deris’ colorful plein air paintings collectively called
“Specters,” and Deigaard’s cerebral “Hippocamp and the Delta”
comprised of drawings and photographs.
Deris’ medium to small oil paintings are all executed with
spontaneous strokes that convey a feeling of fully realized sketches, much in the manner of alla prima. The artist, who is the TAV
instructor at Benjamin Franklin High School, obviously delights
in placing thick and thin gestural lines of paint onto supports of
Yupon and panel. Yupon, a synthetic paper with a slick, nonabsorbent surface, allows Deris’ glaze and impasto applications to
share center stage with her chosen subject matter of flora and occasional fauna.

RACHEL JONES DERIS
Specters
LEE DEIGAARD
Hippocamp at the Delta
Collins C. Diboll Art Gallery
Loyola University
New Orleans, LA
_

LIGHT TRIPS THE shutter of emotion and artists fasten that emotion. But like all receptors, the personal lens determines the ultimate image, as seen in the two-dimensional works of Rachel Jones
Deris and Lee Deigaard at Collins C. Diboll Art Gallery on Loyola
University New Orleans campus.

In an artist’s statement, Deris asserts that she makes “oil
paintings that hover between representation and abstraction,” resulting in “works that oscillate between a maudlin naïveté and a
serious, desperate search for something in painting that is worth

Paired opposite one another in a space perfectly suited
to the contemplative sensibility of both artists’ take on the natu17

Lee Deigaard. Installation view. Collins C. Diboll Art Gallery.

renewing.” Thus, her paintings adhere to description of a particular wooded view while addressing the energetic frenzy inherent in
seemingly serene, pastoral scenery.
One need only think of the untrained eye, observing
songbirds, for example, as beautiful specimens of nature, until
one trudges through the trenches of a southern swamp in the early
morning hours with a group of ornithologists. Only then is the territorial, even mercenary, disposition of say, the Kentucky Warbler,
exposed. And all the while you might have thought, ‘that bird will
look so sweet encaged.’
But thankfully, through the medium of Art, there is no
need for incarceration. In Art, all can go free, and the beauty and
emotion as we perceive it can be transfixed by the artist’s sleight
of hand. Stag, the only apparent fauna in “Specters,” and the
most obvious allusion to Deris’ overall title, glows within cavernous strokes of red and orange. Almost imperceptible is the ghostly
silhouette of a stag.
While Stag is composed of large, architectural strokes,
the cool palette of Deris’ Untitled (Weed) blossoms with thin, radiating lines to convey the unfettered zeal of the wild amid the
domestic. More domesticity is found in the very Victorian frivol-

ity of In Memory, a bouquet of light-hearted flowers that dazzle
against a backdrop of blue. Perhaps these flowers, still vibrant,
sustain the memory of a loved one.
While heartfelt sentiment is redolent in Deris’ “Specters,” analytical emotion permeates Deigaard’s “Hippocamp and
the Delta,” until a further read of Deigaard’s impressive resume
reveals her 2003 Memorial to Topsy the Elephant, on permanent
display at Coney Island Museum. Commemorating the centennial
of Topsy’s public electrocution at Luna Park on Coney Island, Deigaard created a mutoscope, complete with the 1903 Edison film
that recorded the six-ton Topsy’s death from 6000 volts.
Among Deigaard’s academic achievements is a Michener
Fellowship in Creative Writing from the University of Texas in
Austin. Her well orchestrated website contains detailed, supporting text for her various concepts, both real and fantastic. In fact,
on view is her version of photogenic drawings, so named by the
pioneer of photography, William Henry Fox Talbot. Five “Encephalograms” appear as delicate digital drawings/pages that at
first glance resemble gossamer net formations. One of Deigaard’s
statements proclaims that her “Encephalograms are the tracings
18

Rachel Jones Deris: Stag. Collins C. Diboll Art Gallery.
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of a nonexistent machine whose freeze-frame technology captures
the brainwaves produced by emotions…Results are entirely fanciful and therefore irrefutable.” To be sure, the “Encephalograms”
are clinical, bearing captions such as “Fig. 08- Satellite Potential,
encephalogram recorded in fog. Example: l’esprit d’escalier [inexact]. Subject cannot find the words.”
Three color photographs of individual pieces of driftwood, from Deigaard’s “Exploded Trees” series, resemble fossilized specimens and bear titles that describe their counterparts,

such as Iceberg and Maelstrom . She says the wood is from “trees
destroyed during Hurricane Katrina, once forensic evidence now
relics.”
Deigaard’s high contrast, ink drawings of trees are her
most forthright pieces in “Hippocamp and the Delta,” with dappled light and linear shadows dominating each. Deigaard refers to
the circulatory systems of trees, rivers and human beings as parallels, and in Untitled (wildwood i) and Untitled (wildwood iii), the
viewer is pulled into the network of lively shadows and light. q
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Katalin Gergo: Remains of Centuries, 2015. 18 X 24 inches.

Reflections
BY JUDITH H. BONNER
Katalin Gergo, who in the past has primarily exhibited
watercolor paintings, has executed her landscape series in acrylic
paints. Her show, titled Transition, Gergo could just as appropriately have been titled, The Four Seasons. Many of her pensive titles emphasize the concept of birth, maturity, death, and re-birth. A
number of the landscapes depict areas north of New Orleans, with
rolling hills, creeks with steep banks, and a low waterfall. Gergo
also includes views of the New Mexican landscape, particularly
the iconic monuments in the North Central part of the state.
Throughout her canvases, Gergo demonstrates an interest in texture and intertwining patterns, often with twigs interconnecting across the foreground. This is especially evident in a landscape tiled Convergence of Past and Present, where the viewer
sees through a pattern of interlaced branches over a bayou and
through the web to a distant farm building and partially hidden
automobile. While Lockwood focuses on technology and modern
conveyances, this painting differs from the majority of Gergo’s
works, for it makes definite reference to the presence of humans
and technological devices.

KATALIN GERGO
Transition
LORY LOCKWOOD
Color My World
Academy Galleries
New Orleans, LA
_

TWO CONCURRENT EXHIBITIONS at the Academy Galleries
present entirely different views of contemporary life. Katalin Gergo’s subjects are traditional depictions of nature, especially those
representing geologic processes, many of which are rendered subtly in neutral or muted colors. Lory Lockwood’s works are generally highly colorful neon-like abstractions. For the most part, these
have their source in technology and modern conveyances — notably automobiles, motorcycles, and aircrafts. Both artists are concerned with reflections. While a number of Lockwood’s compositions project visual reflections on metallic surfaces, Gergo’s works
suggest both visual and contemplative reflections.
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Lory Lockwood: Cruisin’ the Coast, 2015. Oil on canvas, 12” high.

Gergo’s paintings of New Mexico focus on historic geological formations, especially the canyon walls of locations like
Ghost Ranch and the ancient ruins and cave dwellings of Bandelier
National Monument, which are impressionistic in the rendering.
These views, which are depicted in oranges and muted reds, are
nonetheless harmonious in color and theme to many of her wooded
landscapes. A Rare Display is executed in a vivid autumnal palette,
with orange and rust colors reflecting in the swamp waters. Areas
of Spring greens and yellows, however, are glimpsed through the
foreground trees.
Gergo also includes five small tonal floral close-ups in
this exhibition, each an experiment in a limited warm color palette:
one in variations of yellow, another in variations of lilac, another
in orange and red, and still another in orange and lavender. One
of these small works is a little more expansive in palette. Here the
artist uses analogous colors, specifically yellow, orange, and pink.
These are the brightest of Gergo’s compositions.
Lory Lockwood’s exhibition, Color My World, is titled
appropriately, for her show presents bright canvases depicted in
supersaturated primary and secondary colors. Additionally, these
paintings are imbued with an internal light that evokes a sense of
electricity. Many of Lockwood’s paintings, all of which are executed in acrylic on canvas, have an overt subject of technological
imagery. These works obviously have their source in Lockwood’s
photographs, which she takes as visual sources for her paintings.
A number of the works focus on the easily identifiable
logos and symbols on the steering wheels of prestigious sports cars
and luxurious vehicles having foreign names. These include Porsche, Ferrari, Cobra, Peugeot, Alfa Romero, Isotta Fraschini, and
Mercedes, as well as the Harley Davidson motorcycle company. In
truth, the interiors of these sports cars are not nearly as colorful as
Lockwood’s paintings. Lockwood has seen beyond that which is

By the Edge of an Abyss, a dark area in the right midground prevents the eye from penetrating into the distance — or
the future — but the darkness eases toward the left in an area
of lighter toned hues rendered in mid-range values. In a sparsely
forested scene called Guarded Waterfall, the viewer sees through a
lace-like foreground arrangement of twigs to reflections of a pale
blue sky on the water flanked by a steep bank. Here the reflections appear as ochre and viridian striations of shadow alternating
with transient light colors of the reflected sky. Two works, Eroding
Hills and Caving, Calving, Shifting, underscore the concept of the
erosion of landforms and the passage of time.
Several paintings feature the textural trunks of cypress
trees submerged in swamp waters, with their titles reflecting fleeting time. In these works, Gergo’s balance of horizontal and vertical elements is simple and effective. Another painting of a cypress tree, Ancient Virgin is presented as a wintery brown and gray
scene, while Old Chief of the Past is depicted in spring colors with
green vines climbing the seemingly dormant tree trunk. Shoreline
Palette and Patterns is more abstract in its interpretation of raindrops falling in the water, with swirling patterns rendered in the
foreground and broad brushstrokes in mid-ground. The verticality
of gray trunks and cypress knees, which is balanced with angular
and diagonal elements, is given variety and liveliness with broad
strokes of autumnal colors to represent foliage.
Remains of Centuries, a wooded scene, is more obvious
in the artist’s contemplations of human frailty and finality. Ghostly
grayish tombs suggest the stumps of trees. The painting is more
impressionistic in its overall treatment of foliage, tree trunks, and
gravestones. A cut-off tree at left parallels the truncated columns
signifying death in classical sculptures. Conversely, soft rays of
sunlight penetrate the woods, illuminate the scene, and signify
hope.
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Lory Lockwood: Hiss, 2015. Oil on canvas, 30” high.

driver’s seat, so to speak. A figure with a camera aims the lens
toward the car and its windshield. Tree branches, which swirl overhead, recall the figural clouds often seen in works by John McCrady (1911-1968). In this work, however, the open network of
tree branches is airy and diaphanous. Although the technique is
reminiscent of the work of contemporary painter James Michalopoulos, the treatment here differs from his heavily-painted claustrophobic inwardly-leaning buildings that seem ready to fall on the
viewer.
Similarly, Lockwood’s State Street Aurora reflects a columned building on what appears to be the curved fender of an
automobile. While this idea harkens back to a well-known work by
New Orleans photographer Clarence John Laughlin (1905-1985),
the treatment in this painting is impressionistic. Another building
is reflected on another area of the bumper, this time the treatment
of the structure evokes a temple or other classical building. Swirling trees, grass, and buildings create a network of interlinear patterns.
That which unites these two exhibitions is both artists’
reliance on the concepts of reflection and transience as essential
components in their organizational arrangements. While Gergo
consciously explores the sense of transience regarding nature and
human life, Lockwood focuses on the transience of visual reflection. The two artists differ in their manner of constructing the underlying compositional design of their artworks, but both employ
spatial tensions, complicated patterns, and solid principles of design. 					
q

immediately apparent to most viewers. The compositional design
of the substructure of these vehicles offers an artistic opportunity
to create complex colorful two-dimensional designs. Lockwood’s
treatment of the works, particularly her explorations in color theory, elevates these artworks and their compositional designs from
that of mere photorealism.
Some of these works are less complicated in their individual underlying designs; some incorporate elements of landscape or
street scenes. Lockwood alternates between canvases that are either primarily horizontal or vertical in their overall compositional
design, while others feature a dominantly diagonal or swirling arrangement. Some of these works recall the type of flame detailing
seen on pick-up trucks and automobiles, while others are the rushing curvilinear reflections that would be seen on bumpers and sides
of automobiles, as well as other reflective parts of vehicles.
A canvas titled Free Fall suggests the rushing view immediately after a skydiver jumps from an aircraft. The gallery visitor wonders about a portrayal of Blue Angel with its prominently
depicted Pitot Tube, a device that measures velocity. Here, the
aircraft, one of the US Navy’s flight demonstration squadron, is
shown flying solo. Rather than being delineated crisply, the mountains below are shown as a blurry shape. The cloudless sky is rendered evenly in a bright blue. This painting differs from the other
artworks in that it appears to have its source in a professional photograph.
Self-Portrait on the Avenue differs from the other works
in this exhibition. The artist’s role is reversed. The viewpoint is
through an automobile windshield, with the viewer sitting in the
22

Marna Shopoff: Layered, 2015. Mixed media on canvas, 60 inches.

Julia Street and Beyond
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
Regard the storybook narrative of Kathryn Hunter’s
mixed media “Suspension” at LeMieux Galleries, where the lead
characters of playful foxes and supine magpies act out events that
could only be seen in the make-believe world of fables.
Hunter, who founded and operates the quaint Blackbird
Letterpress in Baton Rouge, continues her foray into the human
imprint on wild animals, or more aptly, their imprint on us. Suspended: Universe and Suspended: Botanicals both employ ink,
beeswax, beads and thread to depict a cunning fox. In the former,
the fox hovers above a golden, stellar circle and in the latter, the
same fox issues flora from or into its mouth.
Nearby at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery hang the geometric
paintings and drawings of Indianapolis artist Marna Shopoff in
“Unusual Places, Unusual Spaces.” Shopoff’s artist’s statement
asserts “My work is responsive and intuitive, creating an interpretation of a place, a layered representation of it.” The Structuralist
films of Ernie Gehr come to mind when viewing Shopoff’s fractured arrangement of planes and altered spaces.
Certainly, paintings such as Layered and The Other Side
evoke a sense of riding in a glass elevator inside a skyscraper.
Shopoff achieves multilayered depth through careful arrangement
of shards of flat color, and though shapes such as triangles and
rectangles are repeated throughout, “Unusual Places, Unusual
Spaces” manages to depict a new view from work to work.

GIL BRUVEL
STEPHEN CHAUVIN
LESLIE WILKES
Symmetric Equivalence
Octavia Art Gallery
KATHRYN HUNTER
Suspension
Le Mieux Galleries
MARNA SHOPOFF
Unusual Places, Unusual Spaces
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
CAPRICE PIERUCCI

Rhythm and Form

Callan Contemporary Galleries
BRIAN ST. CYR
Hide the Keys to Fertile Kin
Isaac Delgado Fine Arts Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

JUST AS NIGHT follows day, day follows night, we yield to the
cyclic need for repetition in anticipation of yet another day. The
artists included in this Walk seem attracted to the circadian rhythm
of life, but with vastly differing results.
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Gil Bruvel: Cubist #8, 2015. Wood, resin on wood, 49 inches..
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Caprise Pierucci: White Cascade, 2015. Pine, 36 inches.

Octavia Art Gallery’s press release tells us that the three
artists included in “Symmetric Equivalence” seek to “explore
organic and geometric forms whose patterns have an underlying
symmetry or synchronicity.” Sculptor Gil Bruvel, originally from
France but now living in Texas, is represented with freestanding
stainless steel heads and framed wood and resin faces that recall
Jacques Lipchitz’s brand of sculpture. Bruvel’s loosely arranged
carved blocks, painted in white shaded with graphite, make-up the
harlequin face in Cubist #8 while Leslie Wilkes’ tightly orchestrated paintings are kaleidoscopic compositions of polygons.
Also a resident of Texas, Wilkes’ oil on canvas Untitled
12.04, is a jazzy mix of cool colors toned down with a bit of
warmth.

Throughout Octavia’s rooms are acrylic pieces of furniture that appear so delicate one is never quite certain of their ability
to bear weight. These tables and chairs are by New Orleans architect Stephen Chauvin and are very reminiscent of Dutch architect
Rietveld’s simplified designs. Especially intriguing are Chauvin’s
rectangles and circles from his “Halo” series of high backed chairs,
such as Halo XII.
At Callan Contemporary Gallery, Caprice Pierucci’s
“Rhythm and Form” features organic compositions of sinewy,
lighter-than-air lines of painted wood. Pierucci, a lecturer at Texas
State University, credits her late mother, noted fiber artist Louise
Holeman Pierucci, as being a great influence on her work. Ac25

Kathryn Hunter: Suspended Universe, 2015 (left). Suspended Botanicals, 2015 (right). Drawing and mixed media, 16 inches.

cording to one account, Holeman Pierucci, at the start of her career
in the early Sixties, was unable to buy a loom and improvised by
hammering nails into the home floor to hold woven threads. Undoubtedly, such an accessible arrangement of joyous strands impressed a young Caprice. Of her own work she says “Originally
the wood was used as a support or armatures for my fibers and
paper. Eventually the wood became the more expressive way to
define the images in my head.” While fiber is fluent, it is also
susceptible to change. Wood, however, obeys, yielding to the cessation of time. The freestanding, circular White Cycle I, fashioned
from painted pine, and the uterine Colossal Birch Cascade II, of
birch, plywood and pine, immortalize the fleeting memories that
carry us through life.
On the other side of town at Isaac Delgado Fine Arts
Gallery, we find Brian St. Cyr’s “Hide the Keys to Fertile Kin.”
Empty rodent cages, in the shape of aquatic creatures, such as

a fish in Proof I, ride atop pink waves opposite pencil drawings
overflowing with scurrying Mickey mice and gargantuan preying mantises to create a very sterile, might-makes-right, environment. As a reminder to the allegory at play, there is “k.a.t.r.i.n.a.!,”
whose individual letters, made from repurposed screens, lumber,
and hardware, stand in a jumble, propped seemingly haphazardly
against a vacant wall, until we notice the letters “A” “R” “K”.
Hurricane Katrina emptied New Orleans of many folk,
through death or displacement, with a large number still unable or
unwilling to return. Vacant lots and homes, hidden from tourist
view, attest to this loss. It remains debatable whether New Orleans
can afford the loss of those who cannot afford to return.
This would seem to be the gist of St. Cyr’s “Hide the
Keys to Fertile Kin.”
q
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Stephan Hoffpauir: Arches with Shopping Carts, 2014. Watercolor.

Louisiana Contemporary
BY REBECCA LEE REYNOLDS
series at the Contemporary Arts Center. The Ogden structures their
exhibition as a juried show with an open call. This year’s edition
was juried by Brooke Davis Anderson, the Executive Director of
Prospect New Orleans, fresh off the closing of Prospect.3 this past
January. More than 800 works were submitted (3 allowed per artist, with option to pay more to submit more); Anderson chose over
100 by 68 artists for the exhibition.
Anderson explains on the wall text that she identified a
few dominant trends to guide her selection: the landscape, both
industrial and natural; spirituality; and the intentional “co-mingling” of classical studio practices with more idiosyncratic and
individual approaches to artmaking. The installation largely reflects these themes in layout, with each theme highlighted on a
different wall of the main gallery. This sense of unity is welcome
after previous iterations that have felt more chaotic. But the show
is crowded, as previous iterations of Louisiana Contemporary
have been. Pieces are hung too close to each other throughout the

Louisiana Contemporary
A Group Exhibition
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
New Orleans, LA
___

TAKING THE PULSE of the art world is never an easy task. But
it is often a desired one. The “Louisiana Contemporary” attempts
to track artmaking in the state of Louisiana. Established by the
Ogden Museum of Southern Art in 2012, the annual exhibition fits
perfectly with the museum’s mission to support Southern art. It has
taken the place of past exhibitions with a similar mission that were
held in New Orleans, such as the New Orleans Triennial exhibitions held at the New Orleans Museum of Art and the Nola Now
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Cecelia and Jose Fernandes: Joy.
__________

exhibition. You can’t back away enough to fully appreciate the
large paintings hung in the hallway outside the main space. Here
we see some of that intentional staging of traditional versus more
avant-garde approaches. Karen de Clouet’s small acrylic panels
stood out thanks to the sunlight from a nearby window. The orange ground of Untitled (2015) glowed in the light as its shard-like
forms contrasted with more organic paint application. Such a study
in abstraction was posed alongside figurative paintings that utilized brushy techniques to enliven the forms: Aron Belka’s portrait
Papeh Sow (2014) and Ruth Owens’s 2014 series inspired by the
“Baby Doll” masking tradition. Around the corner, Karen Ocker’s
Medicine Woman (2014) uses academic technique for a portrait
of the self-described “Spiritualist and Medicine Queen” Andaiye
Alimayu. She looks fierce as she holds a machete in one hand and
voodoo feathers in the other, her face covered in white face paint.
Ocker pairs the image with an antique frame covered in cracked
white paint that contributes an interesting pattern.
The smaller gallery on the same floor is even more
stuffed, with pieces related by material or theme. Aaron McNamee’s stacked arm fragments are displayed next to Dylan Cruz
Azaceta’s video of hands, Grasp. Natalie McLaurin’s figurative
fabric sculptures, awarded Best in Show, are paired with Alex Podesta’s figurative stag head Study for Future Beasts (2014). Lizzie
Derby’s hair painting We Tease to Please! is installed next to the

hair braids hanging down from Dixon Stetler’s dreamcatcher
sculpture Dream Weaver (2014).
In the main gallery, it’s nice to see the middle of the room
filled with large sculptures by Keneth Baskin and Al Ormsby, as
well as hanging pieces from Cynthia Scott and a video tv sculpture
by Carl Joe Williams. The left wall traces a progression from the
materiality of wood to images of architecture. Benjamin Diller,
who teaches at Southeastern Louisiana University, contributes
a wooden mold assemblage, Amalgamation (2013), unified by
cracking off-white paint that features thin veins of olive green
and grey blue. John Barnes’s wood abstractions were awarded
First Place; the grid-like compositions are composed of strips of
wood screwed down in dynamic rows. The resulting relief sculptures recall Louise Nevelson, but the wood is left unpainted and
features its natural grain and smell. Timothy Carver’s black and
white paintings of vernacular architecture in New Orleans feature
a camelback shotgun missing its side façade and a corner store
whose blurred paint utilizes Gerhard Richter’s signature technique
to convey the passing of time and the lens of memory. Stephan
Hoffpauir’s photorealist watercolor painting of a red brick grocery
store, with its carts lined up in an even row, is very clean and quiet,
drawing our attention to the sunlight on the red brick walls and the
contrast between the rectangular shapes of the bricks versus the
round arches of the building’s structure. The scene offers few signs
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Joseph Holsapple: Nocturnal Shrine.

of life except for a mother and child on the left toting the everpresent white plastic bags and a kid at the right. The lack of activity
also brings our attention to the security camera in the center of the
façade, as well as the shadow of a parking lot streetlight.
The long wall features landscapes, with LSU professor
Ed Smith’s two large paintings anchoring the wall. Manifest Destiny (2015) displays a mountain of parrots set against an orange
background; Strain (2014) offers an elephant trunk shape full of
writhing snakes and the curving necks and beaks of shore birds, all
against a lavender background. Frank Relle’s Sorrel is a nocturnal
swamp tableau of cypress trees dripping with Spanish moss as a
shack at the left tumbles into the water. Its strong lighting reads as
artificial and gives the image a highly intriguing quality of appearing staged; Relle is known for long-exposure photographs of the
New Orleans cityscape taken at night. In contrast, Andrew Boyd,
the Photo/Video manager at the Times-Picayune/Nola.com, contributes black and white photographs that capture the evocative
morning mist at deserted landscapes in on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast. In Swimming Pool, Long Beach, MS. (2013), a metal swim-

ming pool ladder looks out of place next to an old oak tree. With
the pool long gone, or filled in completely, it gives us the surreal
sense of being able to climb up out of the earth. Nature is clearly
reclaiming this man-made landscape.
The far wall of the main space features cosmic or spiritual work, pairing Martin Benson, a current graduate student in
the MFA program at the University of New Orleans, with painter
Kyle Nugent. Given that their paintings are already crowded in
style, crowding them on the wall next to each other does them no
favors. Nugent’s Book of the Dead (2013) reads like a combination
of fantasy illustration and Salvador Dali. Martin’s abstract painting ‘Untitled’ (Merkabah) (2014) is named after prophetic visions
in early Jewish mysticism. Next to it is his installation ‘Untitled’
(Yantra) (2014), a small room for meditating to a drone soundtrack
that accompanies a light show of changing colors behind a symmetrical mandala form featuring abstracted lotus blossom shapes.
The back wall brings together various photographic projects, many of which utilize local subject matter. Samantha Melfi’s
Misty Mississippi (2015) satisfies the audience’s desire for pictur29

toy cart in the background, and a sheet hung as if ready for fortbuilding. It is the absence of children that turns this menagerie into
a kind of altar ready for worship.
Another discovery was Marcus Brown’s “electro-sonic
painting,” notable for its experimental use of mediums. Brown,
who teaches sculpture at NOCCA, uses a midi-brush to paint
sound, applying neon colors onto a glass screen in black light. A
video allows Brown to demonstrate the technique and show the
resulting music video, which features samples of his own electronic music. The figures recall the childlike joy of finger painting
and ultimately connect his work to the CoBrA movement and the
avant-garde’s fascination for folk art. The use of glass as a substrate and the video recall Jackson Pollock’s demonstration of his
drip painting technique on glass, filmed from below the glass by
Hans Namuth. Also unusual in choice of material were the chicken
bones of Artemis Antippas’s Glitter Bones (for New Orleans), a
kind of Readymade follow-up to last year’s photographs of fried
chicken pieces dipped in glitter. Her dessicated cotton candy sculptures, Cotton Candy (untitled) (2015), are appropriately abject and
yet also resemble alluring rock specimens because of their bright
colors of pink, lavender, kelly green, red, and turquoise.
Another feature of such shows is to see work for a second
time. First shown elsewhere in the city, this work is taking a curtain
call to receive a standing ovation. It’s nice to see the thesis work of
various graduating MFA students in a new light (Patch Somerville,
Brad Stire, Natalie McLaurin), as well as Cynthia Scott’s hanging
plastic creations, Susan Ireland’s pattern-filled paintings (previously seen at Barristers), and Mitchell Gaudet’s charred Madonna
and Child sculpture Ex Votive (seen at Studio Inferno). In some
cases the second display suffers from lack of context and fails to
convey the significance of the work—Norah Lovell’s painting
Honorable Fruits of Labor is missing the rest of the Battle of New
Orleans series that gave it such power (previously reviewed in
Spring 2015). Carl Joe Williams’s work (awarded Second Place
here) was featured at the Joan Mitchell Center during Prospect.3,
where seeing the work in close proximity to each other was a clear
benefit. Aaron McNamee’s Hand over Hand (2014) is a small taste
of the various treatments of the casts of his own hands and fingers
from his solo show at Good Children Gallery.
Cynthia Scott’s work shines by installing four hanging
assemblages of brightly colored plastic objects. The Real Fairy
Tale tackles Disney princess culture by hanging a diaphanous pink
princess dress from a chain of paper clips and pink and purple
plastic heart links. A purple and silver plastic tiara wraps around
the kind of rubbery coated steel that is used for dish racks; pink
pot scrubbers contrast with the lavender steel coating. In the main
gallery, a Minimalist blue tower calms down a riot of primary
and secondary colors in It’s a Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood.
Looking up through its different levels is great fun, with green spider rings popping out of red and turquoise fast food baskets, leading down to miniature orange parking cones, then hacky sack balls
hanging from paper clip chains, faux feather birds, and an orange
plastic pig hanging from a royal blue harness made out of pipe
cleaners. It’s moments like these that rise to the surface of the great
ocean of art offered by “Louisiana Contemporary.”
q

esque visions of the city by giving us a photograph of the Crescent City Connection with a barge passing underneath in the mist.
Cecelia and Jose Fernandes’s diptychs capture the reality of crumbling architecture in contrast to the joy of neighborhood residents.
A bulldozer tops a pile of debris between two houses on the left
side of Joy (2015); two boys wield a scepter of a tennis shoe on top
of a simple 2 x 4 on the right, perhaps during a second line celebration. Charles Lovell provides a documentary shot of a second line;
Judy Cooper captures the emotions of two women and a small boy
bundled up against the cold in After the Parade, recalling the cold
weather last Mardi Gras Day. Roman Alokhin takes us to Selma
AL, sitting behind three women at a service in Brown Chapel
AME. A large cross in front of the organ centers the composition of
three identical white suits and three lace doilies on their heads. The
images connect to the 50th anniversary of the march from Selma to
Montgomery, commemorated in movie form this past year and by
President Obama’s visit to the Edmund Pettus Bridge.
Political references also appear in Zachary McCauley’s
black and white photograph of a rifle laid out on an old quilt in a
bedroom. The MFA graduate student at Louisiana Tech University titled the image Heirloom (2015), perhaps an ironic reference
to the generational passing down of items of violence as well as
items of nurturing comfort. Journalist and photographer L. Kasimu
Harris’s series Black Studies takes us into the classrooms of, one
guesses, the city’s charter school movement. Students in uniforms
work in a classroom, pose for a group portrait, and write names of
black leaders on the chalkboard, such as Marcus Garvey and Toussaint Louverture, leader of the Haitian Revolution. Harris’s work
is also featured in “The Rising.” Ti-Rock Moore’s neon piece is
one of the most explicitly political in the show. Protect and Serve
(2015) features a rope noose and reads “Choke Hold,” a reference
to the Eric Garner case.
The open call format makes it difficult to assess if the
show does accurately reflect artmaking across the state. How can
we assess the selection if we have no sense of who did and did not
submit? For those who know the scene well, it’s clear that several
voices are absent. But the format can level the playing field, allowing student work to hang next to teachers, amateurs next to
professionals. A curated show based on studio visits conducted all
over the state would be a nice companion to the open call system.
For “State of the Art: Discovering American Art Now” at Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art, the curators traveled more than
100,000 miles to visit 1000 artists over the course of a year, ultimately selecting more than 100 artists for the show. Their intention
was to find underrecognized artists, but such a system could also
feature more recognized ones.
THE PROMISE OF open call shows such as the Louisiana Contemporary is the discovery of the unknown—perhaps a diamond
in the rough. For this reviewer, it was Joseph Holsapple, a painter
who teaches at Nicholls State University. Nocturnal Shrine presents a pile of toys in a nocturnal backyard landscape. While technically a still life, it suffuses the genre with a sense of mystery
as one imagine the child’s play that must have led to this tower
of chairs on top of a sandbox with its own miniature townscape.
The deep blue starry sky harmonizes with the strong greens of the
backyard, bringing our attention to a castle in the foreground, a
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BIll Yates: Untitled., R2, #11, 2013. Photograph.

Time and Space
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN

forgotten. Time fades memory while art preserves time.
Extensive shows of personal revelation await us at the
Ogden Museum of Southern Art with Michael Mead’s “Bent, Not
Broken” and Bill Yates’ “Sweetheart Roller Skating Rink.”
Mead, an Alabama native, moved to New Orleans in 1998
to partake of the city’s charms, but the aftermath of Katrina forced
him to seek respite in New Mexico, where he continues to live and
work.
Occupying most of the Ogden’s fifth floor, “Bent, Not
Broken” includes color photographs and mixed media pieces
salvaged from Katrina’s liquid sojourn at Mead’s Lakeview residence. However, it is Mead’s large drawings that captivate, due in
part to their obsessive cadence of values and absurd resemblance
to illuminated manuscripts detailing the sordid cornucopia that defines New Orleans.
An odd mix of Chaucer, Crumb and Gorey, the 11’x14’
graphite and charcoal Ghosts Along the Levee: The Seniors Mardi
Gras Parade at Holy Cross School for Boys, from 2012/2013, illustrates the menacing aspect of fun in New Orleans. Looming
in the tightly packed crowd of lads, lasses and other lascivious
creatures are oversized heads of a devil and skeleton in pirate’s hat,
reminiscent of gloating Mardi Gras floats.

DAVID BORGERDING
Recent Sculpture
Callan Contemporary
BRIAN GUIDRY
Invisible Ping
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
MICHAEL MEAD
Bent Not Broken
BILL YATES
Sweetheart Roller Skating Rink
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
New Orleans, LA
___

SOME APHORISMS DO hold persistent truth, such as the one attributed to Hippocrates that “Art is long, life is short.” While there
are various interpretations to the exact meaning of the phrase, one
might reference the fact that for every moment of life we take for
granted, there is a glimmer hidden within that moment. The four
artists included in this October Walk share, albeit in seemingly
unrelated ways, a desire to preserve and present the glimmers of
life that might otherwise go unnoticed, overlooked or eventually
31

Michael Mead: Ghosts Along The Levee: The Seniors Mardi Gras Parade at Holy Cross School for Boys, 2015. Ogden Museum of Southern Art.
________

More intimate are Mead’s 1994 series of Daumieresque
sumi ink drawings depicting six episodes of friendship, starting
with Colman, Rayton and Michael: Pissing on the Fire and culminating with the friend’s death from AIDS in The Vigil Ends.
Florida artist and resident Bill Yates, way back in 1972
while a Senior at the University of South Florida, decided to explore areas surrounding Tampa and came upon the Sweetheart
Roller Skating rink. The charm of a 1930’s building filled every

night with locals, mixed with the paisley-laden Seventies, apparently lured Yates to return for the next seven months to photograph
skaters and non-skaters at the popular hangout.
Time passed, then one day, forty years later, Yates decided to revisit the Sweetheart via the stored negatives. The results
of this visit are seen in the Ogden’s display of some of the gelatin
silver prints taken from Yates’ scanning of the nearly eight hundred
negatives.
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David Borgerding: Angung. Installation view, Callan Contemporary Gallery.
______

the viewer.
Certainly, no two people will read Borgerding’s freestanding Otro the same way. At nearly nine feet in height, Otro
confronts us with a cluster of shapes atop a slender column. Depending on our vantage point, Otro appears as an aquatic creature spliced by water’s waves. The wall-mounted Pamo is no less
aquatic and animated, presenting us with what could be interpreted
as multi views of marine life.
Looking at Borgerding’s sculptures reminds us of the conundrum of life’s journey, that the space through which we move
is unmarked, all the while indelible.

Untitled, R14, #5 is a photograph of the outside of the
rink, which burned to the ground three years after Yates’ photo
shoots ended. Positioned within a heart plastered on the side of the
clapboard building are the words “Sweetheart Roller Skating.” A
peculiar touch to the architecture is an awning just below the heart
that shades an improbable screen door attached to the clapboard.
Untitled, R2, #11 features a couple of young teens posing for the camera. The girl clutches her skates as well as the
boy whose expression is toughened with lit cigarette hanging from
his mouth. Ah, those were the days when indoor smoking and
poor health were allowed, perhaps ultimately leading to the Sweetheart’s untimely demise. Untitled, R5, #6 presents two young
women clasping hands to gleefully spin center stage. One of them
wears roller skates decorated with stuffed animals.
A few blocks away from the Ogden, at Callan Contemporary, is David Borgerding’s “Recent Sculpture” exhibit of fabricated bronze that continues his vocabulary of elongated shapes.
Borgerding, a resident of New Orleans and something of a modern day Brancusi, states “I think of the forms as an alphabet of
shapes.” One might add that the tablet for Borgerding’s alphabet
is atmospheric space, perhaps even water, as well as the imprint on

TRAVELLING THROUGH A space we are often unaware of creates fodder for New Iberia native Brian Guidry’s colorful paintings
and collages of geometric and at times organic shapes in “Invisible
Ping” at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery. Guidry states that his palette
is derived on site from natural origins such as flora, storm clouds
and soil, and that “the created shapes and voids suggest portals and
slips in time and space where the viewer is lead over the precipice
of the normal, into the magical realism of the uncanny, peculiar
and quantum.”
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Brian Guidry: Absolute Zero, 2015. Acrylic on canvas, 60” high. Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
______

The arts are indeed a conduit for making the intangible
and indefinable accessible, at least by way of the psyche. Funds to
scout these parallel frontiers, as close as they are, will most likely
never be viewed with the same merit as the billions upon billions
spent to discover life in distant galaxies. Besides, the money
would have to go to discovery teams of artists.
Til then, back to Guidry’s “Invisible Ping,” where forces,
unseen though not unfelt, reveal themselves in divine composition,
which Guidry often embellishes with experimental surfaces that
crack and peel. Cool Down Active, an acrylic on paper on canvas,
orchestrates an intervention between conscious indifference and
the subtle shifts of energy that challenge that indifference. Guidry

uses floating sprites of yellows amid geometric shapes in Cool
Down Active to both define and direct.
In the larger acrylic on canvas, Absolute Zero, Guidry
expresses another kind of energy, with cracking, impasto applications of paint bursting forth from the center like an amaryllis silently shouting to be heard. To be sure, there is an untold universe
in every flower, in every particle even, and a mystery that perpetuates the magic we touch everyday, yet most often,
never feel.					
q
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Caio Fonseca: Pietrasanta, 2007. Mixed, 52” high.

Navigating Change
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
tures utilize self-made iconography representing devices for measurement, ranging in scale from shot glasses to gallon jugs. The
isolation of the quotidian object references Pop, immortalizing the
everyday form by isolating it in a bright, flat field, whether within
the picture plane or against the wall. However, Saucedo removes
labels and brands, and reduces the objects – twelve-ounce cans,
sixteen-ounce water bottles, go cups, gallons, and five-gallon jugs
– to outlines, revealing their interior spaces.
The utilitarian quality of the measuring devices speaks of
their universality. As the artist states, it’s easy to agree that these
measurements equal each other – their volumes are understood as
fact, but in actuality they are invented, subjective amounts. Departing from Pop aesthetic, Saucedo opens interpretation of the
function of the objects – cans could contain beer or cold drinks,
depending on the viewer. The isolation of the object suggests individualism, and aloneness, as happens with subjective interpretation. But, by linking them in series, or physically in the mobiles,
Saucedo creates togetherness – much like, as he describes, a shot
glass and a pint go together for many with a seat at the bar, in the

CAIO FONSECA
Selections From the Studio
Octavia Art Gallery
New Orleans, LA
CHRISTOPHER SAUCEDO
Pints, Quarts, and Gallons
Le Mieux Gallery
__

CHRISTOPHER SAUCEDO AND Caio Fonseca, respectively
showing simultaneously in “Pints, Quarts, and Gallons” at Le
Mieux Gallery and “Selections from the Studio” at Octavia Gallery on Julia Street, both hail from New York, but their exhibits
show other commonalities. Each graphically emphasizes the most
basic, fundamental concepts of design – color, time, volume and
mass, proportion and scale, line and shape – resulting in profoundly personal and highly evocative compositions.
Saucedo’s branded works on paper and Calder-like sculp35

Christopher Saucedo: Halos With Blue II, 2015.
__________

ating the deckles, pressing them, and branding the outline of the
vessel into the paper into a cohesive, registered whole as rife with
difficulty and potential hazards. The process is much like that of
casting, a method very familiar to this sculptor, and results in twodimensional forms that are more objects than prints.
Water as subject opposes fire in the objects in the exhibit,
just as the geometry of the forms opposes the organic quality of the
handmade paper. The papermaking process involves working with
wet pulp, which Saucedo then presses and brands with 800 degree
steel casts, as in casting - a form of physically changing liquids
with fire. The alchemy of bringing the elements together involves
balancing the poles of these two elements, which are also the two
that Saucedo has had to directly face in his personal history. The
ephemeral quality of burn traces in the permanent brands and the
softly effusing edges of the deckles appear and disappear in the
paper works. Much like the smoke from just-extinguished candles
represents the fleetingness of life in vanitas paintings, these forms
suggest transience and impermanence.
The equalized proportions of negative and positive volume within the outlines of the shot glasses, cups, bottles, and jugs
forms exact balance that plays on the eponymous optimistic versus
pessimistic viewpoint of the title of The Cup Half Full, The Cup
Half Empty. In his recent interview with Neda Ulaby on NPR’s
Morning Edition, Saucedo discusses the triumvirate of disasters
that have marked his recent biography: the attacks of September

company of strangers who are, or become, friends.
Saucedo is consistently reverent of Renaissance geometry in his work, which is the driving force behind example after
example of 15th and 16th century architectural, sculptural, and
painterly artworks composed with perfectly harmonious proportion. Saucedo’s Fluid Volume (Scrovegni Guilt), composed of
emptied vessels haloed in gold leaf against a background the same
blue as the ceiling of the Arena Chapel, is in one way evidence of
this respect and acknowledgment. Mathematical harmonies play
in less directly referent ways throughout the rest of the work.
Volume is the content of his ongoing series about identity, which deals directly with the concept of proportion. Saucedo’s
well-known comic depicting the process of displacing an amount
of water from a barrel by stepping into it – which evolved from a
game he played with his children in the New Orleans summer – accompanies a line of branded paper works depicting plastic bottles.
Red, blue, and various values optically fill the branded, highly
figurative forms in various amounts, playfully considering, with
primary colors, the various amounts of information, experience, or
life with which those figures are filled at given points.
In a series of twenty-four images, titled The Cup Half
Full, The Cup Half Empty, the illusion of fulfillment, apparent in
images of volumes, forms the content. Perfectly registered deckles of handmade paper create the appearance of half-full, or halfempty, vessels. Saucedo describes the laborious process of cre36

Christopher Saucedo: The Cup Half Full, The Cup Half Empty, 2015. Installation view.

11, 2001, Hurricane Katrina, and Superstorm Sandy. After such a
series of events, though, he found it hard to rely on an optimistic
outlook. The absence created by the white embroidery on a red,
black, and white Red Cross blanket, titled Red Cross Blanket (SelfPortrait in Fluid Volume Tally) evokes this sentiment.
However, Saucedo states he does not want to be the “artist
who has misfortune” in the interview. The installation of indexical
signs in Half Full/Half Empty creates an image of the balance of
positive and negative, and equilibrium between viewpoints, marking a place that contains the hope of safety found in the mental
state of a realist. Making the work, Saucedo acknowledges, is in
itself an optimistic act.
The concept of the navigational aid is also posed in the
NPR interview, and certain objects in the exhibition are clearly
related to this subject. Gallon of Moon superimposes a print of
moonscape in the shape of gallon jug over a map of Lake Pontchartrain and its environs. Though Saucedo now lives in New
York, he spent decades in this city with his family, working as a
research professor in sculpture at the University of New Orleans,
even after Katrina flooded his home and his family moved back
to New York, where he moved just before Sandy visited the area.
Tracking the “travels” of the moon across the sky is an aged way of

marking time and place, and the map is a physical device used for
navigation. Some of the maps note water levels, indicating places
where boaters may not want to sail.
Saucedo is, of course, sensitive to the rise and fall of water, but looks at the maps as a metaphor for how art functions.
In the interview, he says, “sculpture and art are navigational aids
to help us navigate safely through the hazards that we face.” He
relates that navigational methods utilize a nautical language that
only the initiated truly understand – a kind of culture shared by
those who engage even to academically appreciate art.
At Octavia, Fonseca’s images are populated with Poplike hard lines and Ben-Day dot-like circles. As in Saucedo’s
work, this is only a formal and historical starting point. Strong,
flat, curvilinear shapes in high-contrast paintings appear to reference typography at first glance, but are more closely associated
with sine waves and hard geometry, as well as the black-and-white
written language of compositional scores. Together, the forms reference the lyricism of Kandinsky – especially in newer works on
paper.
Trained as a classical composer, like Kandinsky, music is
Fonseca’s foundation. His iconography includes the lines and dots
that are the written form of music. As with Saucedo’s parallel be37

Caio Fonseca: Fifth Street C14.6, 2015.

conveying the possibility of utopian harmony, such as de Stijl and
Suprematism.
Harmony and proportion also contribute to Fonseca’s musically rhythmic time created through the medium of paint. Curvilinear shapes reach toward each other like arms in the Pietrasanta
series, named for the area in Tuscany where the artist resides parttime. The shapes may be arms caught in the gesticulations of conducting, arms stretched across the body of an instrument, or arms
reaching from opposing positions toward understanding and communication via the medium. In any case, the even distribution of
weight between them and their centralized, harmonious alignment
also recalls classical love of evenness and balance.
Both Saucedo and Fonseca embrace clean line, ordered
composition, and high formalism in their work. Look more deeply through the surfaces, and engage in the delicate and intimate
content that each explores. Both acknowledge the messiness and
sometimes sublime unpredictability that marks day-to-day life.
While initial appearances suggest all is in order, both nod to the ongoing possibility of dramatic change, and provide a means to navigate through it.
q

tween nautical and visually literate vocabularies, Fonseca makes
visual metaphors for music with formal language that derives from
musical literacy.
In the Wildwood series, comprised of paintings on paper
from 2015, Fonseca positions shapes and lines in achromatic or
primary colors along vertical, rather than horizontal, bars, upending traditional musical notation. He crosses them with lines and
spirals, evoking the numerically derived, classically academic
compositional strategy of the Golden Section, especially in Wildwood P15.25. Composition forms the content.
Fonseca is more known for small- to large-scale mixed
media paintings on bulkier substrates with high-contrast vertical
shapes against a monochromatic background. Closer inspection
of the rigid compositions shows speckles of paint, or meticulous
under painting, above or below the monochromatic surface, as in
Fifth Street C12.4. Yves Klein-blue or saturated reds brush across
the paintings, contained within clean boundaries. In these, Fonseca builds order out of underlying chaos, like the formation of a
galaxy from primordial light and dust. The balance of energy and
control, or spontaneity and precision, suggests not only the process
involved in working through painting, but also composing music.
In historical context, they recall early modern movements aimed at
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Nicole Charbonnet: Pattern (Climb Every Mountain No. 3), 2013-15. Acrylic, plaster, paper on canvas, 60” high.
______

Packaging the Space of Conciousness
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
the strife at hand. Stagnantly we stand, caught in the quandary of
Bud and Mary Sue’s “Pleasantville.”
Granted, this is not a particularly negative stance to occupy since facing the consequence of real time and place is a channel most prefer to fast-forward.
And so, we often seek escape whenever our complacency
is at risk. And, like Bud and Mary Sue, we are never quite here,
rather, we are forever elsewhere. Enter, in place of Don Knotts,
three artists with New Orleans’ ties who in earnest focus our attention to their very tactile surfaces, thus affording us the freedom to
savor the immediate. In other words, what you see is what Nicole
Charbonnet, Anne C. Nelson, and George Dunbar intend for you
to see.
Perhaps a bit controlling of our collectively distracted nature, but on the other hand, such an immediate use of our time can

NICOLE CHARBONNET
All You Need to Know
Arthur Roger Gallery
GEORGE DUNBAR
The Surge
Callan Contemporary
ANNE C. NELSON
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA

IT CAN’T BE stated enough, that in a world increasingly dependent upon the Internet for information and interaction, we grow
increasingly distanced from physical time and place. And rather
than being more connected, we are ever increasingly disconnected.
Which is perhaps in part why we are so ineffectual at dealing with
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Anne C. Nelson: Slump and Bury. Oil on canvas, 42” x 50”.
______

be beneficial, much like a beautiful color or flower. Orchestrated
using patterns borrowed from sources such as stenciled wallpaper
and other artists like Bridget Riley and Orla Kiely, Nicole Charbonnet’s exhibit of acrylic, plaster and paper on canvas paintings
at Arthur Roger Gallery is forthright with her overall title of “All
You Need to Know.”
Charbonnet, an established New Orleans artist, has filled
three gallery spaces with twenty-five, textured paintings, some
having evolved over four to eight years, making us privy to her
personal calendar and to the layers of time. Her statement asserts
“Using material from our shared cultural heritage not only stimulates a sense of recognition and nostalgia but also informs current
social and political situations.”
A stressed society does repeat itself, though certainly repetition can be an immediate path to harmony and comfort, much
like an old quilt, which several of Charbonnet’s pieces strongly
evoke, such as Pattern (Climb Every Mountain No. 3) with its

patches of tattered triangles. As with all of Charbonnet’s works
on view, Pattern (Flowers No. 8) takes place against a seductive,
fresco-white wall imbedded with fragmented nuances of recycled
papers such as letters and books. Here, ordered “stripes” of faded
blue flowers captivate both surface and viewer amid a field of serenity.
Many of Charbonnet’s titles include reference to the Irish
fashion designer Kiely. The predominately white Erased Orla
Kiely No. 3 repeats vertical patterns of Kiely’s signature leaf design as does the faintly colored Erased Orla Kiely No. 4.
WHEREAS CHARBONNET’S SURFACES engage us with erosive precision, Anne C. Nelson’s oil on canvas paintings in “The
Monuments” at Cole Pratt Gallery present energetic fields of color.
Nelson says her Monuments are to be viewed as “stubborn presences beneath acceptable surfaces. In the truthful mess of paint, I
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George Dunbar: Laurent, 2015. Palladium leaf over red, mauve and black clay, 45.5” high.
______

set aside precise positions and sure-footed narratives and instead,
give color to how intricate, muddy, and significant the events of
the past may be.”
Nelson came to New Orleans for a 2009 St. Roch Community Church Fellowship as well as to pursue a graduate degree
and Visiting Professorship at Tulane University. The majority of
“The Monuments” paintings were completed during Nelson’s stay
in New Orleans before returning to her native Minneapolis. Despite their nonrepresentational quality, the paintings in “The Monuments” conjure landscapes with a peculiar mix of Hofmann’s color theory and Fairfield Porter’s Americana, as in the crowded layer
of impenetrable color in Tilt-a-Whirl! and the mining of space in
Cluster, Cover, Front and Slump and Bury.

eight, Dunbar is featured at Callan Contemporary in a new series
of mixed media paintings called “The Surge” whose independent
titles relate to Louisiana. The artist refers to his work as “hardedge and raised surface styles, which use a great deal of energy
and cross the surface of the paintings, forming lateral movement.”
The above description seems an understatement when
confronted with Dunbar’s luxuriant media of varied types of gold
leaf, 16 karat pale leaf, and pigmented clays that he skillfully manipulates in both bas relief and flat paintings such as NarcisseSurge Series, Laurent and Barataria. Narcisse-Surge Series depicts a raised and scored gold bar hovering above an empty space.
The flat Laurent and Barataria are reminiscent of upscale Rothkos
with rectangles of palladium and moon leaf, respectively, floating
against dark clay backgrounds, although both paintings would be
more suited to a palace rather than a chapel.
Dunbar’s polished style reinforces the importance of exteriors and the fact that most often, if we are presently engaged, we
will acknowledge and cherish the beauty before us.
q

WHILE CHARBONNET THINKS in pattern, and Nelson in arrangement, the seasoned George Dunbar continues his distillation of contemplative opulence with the not so plain and simple
rectangle. A native New Orleanian who recently turned eighty41

On Cinema

Exploring another world, Interstellar.

Escaping the Void
BY JOHN MOSIER
People who are smitten with Interstellar are also probably fans of Tarkov-sky’s Stalker (assuming they watch films with
subtitles), and indeed Nolan favors the same glacial pace. Neither
director is much interested in the technological accom¬plishments
of the near future (2001) or the gritty realism of a future society
that we see in Blade Runner (1982). Nor is there the sense of style
that can turn a piece of pop culture junk into a visual delight, a
phenomenon that began with Roger Vadim’s Barbarella way back
in 1968 and continues to this day.
Interestingly, Interstellar is one of the few films in this
genre that’s based on an original script, written by Christopher and
James Nolan. That’s highly unusual, and another link with Tarkovsky, who also wrote his own scripts. But Scifi films are almost
entirely based on scifi stories. It’s a film genre that seems content
to stick with adapting one medium to the other. Although that’s
not the case here, viewers who grew up reading Arthur C. Clarke
and Isaac Asimov will be right at home in this film, as will the
Tarkovskyites.

INTERSTELLAR
A Film by Christopher Nolan
_

WHATEVER THE MERITS of Nolan’s Interstellar as a film, it
is definitely an intellectually stimulating, as well as a polarizing,
example of the only popular narrative genre with philosophical
pretensions.
As a scifi movie, it’s a cross between Stanley Kubrick’s
2001 (1968) and the 1972 Solaris of Andrei Tarkovsky, made four
years later as part of the slowly crumbling Soviet state’s determination to copy whatever was fashionable in the west. Although
this statement will offend the aging worshipers of Saint Stanley,
Interstellar is a considerably better film, rather more the sort of
film that Tarkovsky could conceivably have made if he had been
given the resources (not that Mosfilm had them).
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The Wormhole, Interstellar.

Their works are the products of men who see science fiction as a vehicle enabling us to ponder important philosophical
questions. Insofar as they have any interest in the society of the
future, or its gadgetry, it’s only to allow them to engage in philosophical arguments.
If, for instance, they create a society with human-like
robots, they do so in order to consider the relationship between
artificial intelligence and the ordinary kind.
Leaving robots out of it, that’s a respectable tradition,
stretching from Plato through Thomas More and on (and on and
on). As an aside, it’s interesting that the rise of this sub-genre in
mass market writing occurred at the point at which serious philosophy became so incomprehensible to ordinary people that it
simply passed out of their lives: Heidigger, Wittgenstein, Husserl,
et al.
All this by way of suggesting that when we consider Interstellar purely as a film, we’re barking up the wrong tree. We
experience these works not for the surprise and delight that artistic
creations can give us, but because the ideas are, all by themselves,
stimulating.
Now the idea that Nolan has gotten hold of is interesting. His assumption is that the earth only has finite resources and
humanity is exhausting them. A good many people share that assumption. Their solution is to limit consumption in all sorts of
ways.
Whether the assumption is correct or not is beside the
point, as far as Nolan is concerned. His argument seems to be
that all those schemes would accomplish is to delay the inevitable.
In a sense, he’s simply taking the doomsday scenario to a logical
conclusion, and then speeding it up.

He speeds it up by introducing an intellectual wild card:
a generalized plant disease, in the film referred to ambiguously as
“blight,” that is destroying all the crops that human beings depend
on to sustain life. This is simply a variant of the alternating apocalyptic scenarios of global cooling/global warming.
That allows him to pose the question that propels the
film: if that idea is true, what can we do about it? Living frugally
won’t work if you can’t grow anything. The human beings we
see in the first part of the film have definitely embraced frugality.
They’re still doomed.
So in Nolan’s view, the solution is to find someplace
else to live. To make this idea feasible, given what we currently
think we know about our solar system, there are only two possible
means of escape.
Both are clearly presented in the film by Professor John
Brand (Michael Caine), one of those great scientists established
early on the genre (read Jules Verne’s The Mysterious Island).
One approach is to find a way around what seems to be an absolute barrier: the speed of light. Even if we could build a vessel
that could approximate that speed, it would take dozens of years to
reach another system with earth type planets—assuming we even
knew where to look. We lack the abilities to achieve that.
The other solution is to build ourselves an artificial world
somewhere close by. A daunting task, but Professor Brand is working on it as well. He assures Cooper (Mathew McConaughey), an
aging astronaut forced to be a farmer, that he will “solve the gravity problem.”
The line is a fair example of the dialogue, and to give Nolan credit, by the time it is uttered, the attentive viewer understands
what that the problem is.
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Cooper’s task is to pilot a ship through a newly discovered wormhole that will enable humanity to work around the difficulties of interstellar travel. All this is explained very well, and
in fact, Cooper’s expedition goes through the wormhole and finds
three other worlds. Technically they’ve already been found by
earlier explorers, but Brand claims the data they sent back doesn’t
give us enough information to say if we can live on them.
But there are complications. Nolan lays these on with a
vengeance, although the slow pacing of the film allows the viewer
to follow them reasonably well.
Since one of the pleasures of watching this film is seeing
how everything is resolved, it would be churlish to give that part of
the film away. Suffice it to say that it’s resolved. Interstellar does
most emphatically not have the sort of ending that led John Simon
to dub 2001 a “shaggy God story.”
Considered from inside one of the more interesting
strands of traditional scifi, or anyway with an awareness of it, the
film is thoughtful and intelligent. It depends on actual science to
create the space travel portion of the film, and in doing so recalls
the ingenious achievements explained by Cyrus Harding. Hardly
any scifi filmmaker has bothered to anchor his film so effectively,
and it is probably this aspect of the film that has given it near cult
status.
Verne was a serious intellectual whose monumental three
volume history of the explorations of the globe, although now forgotten, is still one of the best and most comprehensive accounts.
He was a terrific story teller and a master craftsman. But in order
to acquaint the reader with the fascination and mystery of science,
something had to give in his novels.
What gave was character development. Verne’s characters are so interested in science they dispense with life. Harding,
the progenitor of all the scientific geniuses of scifi, is above vanity,
jealousy, fear—and all the emotions that make us human. Like
Robinson Crusoe, he’s perfectly content to live on an island in the
company of his few male companions. The absence of women is
a triviality.
But Crusoe has God. When he’s not struggling to reconcile his fate with the idea of a beneficent deity, he’s engaged
in back breaking manual labor. What’s missing in Verne—and
what’s missing here—is basic human emotions.
True, Professor Brand has an attractive daughter, Amelia
(Ann Hathaway) who’s also an accomplished scientist (of course!
Plus she wears her hair very short), and she’s one of the four crew
members on the mission. True, Cooper has a gifted ten year old
daughter, Murph (MacKenzie Foy), but both female characters
seem mostly to have been added as clickbait than for any reason
central to the story. A girl named Murph? That sort of gives it
away.
There’s no sexual tension in the film, and not much in
the way of human interaction, with the notable exception of the
few scenes involving Cooper and Mann (Matt Damon), the only
survivor of the original group. One could observe that this absence
makes for highly unrealistic situations, but it’s in line with an established literary tradition.
Nolan’s world is like Verne’s, like Arthur C. Clarke’s, like
most of Isaac Asimov’s. Their characters are serious men of science engaged in serious scientific work. Seriously.
Viewers who aren’t troubled by that, viewers who enjoy

the speculations of popular science, viewers who are enthralled
with IMAX (or just with non-violent spectacle), have been enthusiastic. Interstellar has a cult. But then so did 2001, and so did
Solaris. Nolan’s film is considerably more engrossing than the
former, somewhat less imaginative than the latter, although of the
two, the influence of the Russian is the more obvious.
That is mainly because the film proceeds at a numbingly
slow pace. Part of that is simply because the audience needs time
to absorb the rather complicated plot. Nolan apparently wants to
make sure the viewer doesn’t get lost, and the 169 minute running
time gives viewers plenty of time to absorb all the details.
Visually, it’s not particularly inspiring. The core of the
film (the “interstellar” part) looks like it was shot on left overs
from Gravity and Mission to Mars. The robots (yes, there are robots) look vaguely like something from Doctor Who. The isolation tanks look like the economy models of the ones used in Alien.
By now, people who watch a lot of scifi have seen black
holes and worm holes, lots of shots of pristine white space craft
maneuvering against the inky blackness of space. And so forth.
But to give Nolan credit, Interstellar is a film about ideas,
not a spectacle of trick photography and special effects. Given
how quickly those date, this is basically a wise decision, because
not only do special effects have an expiration date, but the forecasts of the near future usually don’t pan out.
Blade Runner is a good case in point. Scott immersed
the viewer in a vision of Los Angeles in 2019. In 1982, it was
fascinating. Three decades later, all you can think of is . . . pay
phones? Pan Am? Cathode ray tube displays? Flying cars? The
first three are touchingly quaint memories, the fourth is hardly on
the horizon.
So Nolan’s idea of a near future that’s like the present,
only worse, a society that is anti-scientific, a society that is retrogressing, is shrewd. So is the wrinkle Nolan introduces into his
portrayals of the great scientist and the intrepid explorer. Without
giving much away as to the ultimate outcome, both men have no
exactly been honest in their expositions to Cooper.
It’s a clever script, chock full of interesting ideas, and
the result is a film that sticks in the mind. Occasionally, there’s
a scene that really comes to life. Curiously—perhaps paradoxically given what was said earlier—those scenes involve people,
not spectacle or wizardry. The film has impact.
The difficulty with it is that the slow and deliberate pace,
particularly in the earthbound portion of the film—almost a third
of its length—allows us way too much time to reflect on the flaws
in the basic idea.
Cooper looks old enough to be a former astronaut, but the
visuals are at odds with all the other details, from his son’s age to
the purported year in which the action begins. Shuttle pilots are
recruited from the ranks of military aviators, men with hundreds
of hours of flying time. That rules out very young men. Matthew McConaughey actually looks like he’s an active as opposed
to forcibly retired pilot. And if he is, not nearly enough time has
passed for society to have deteriorated to the state it is in.
Compounding that is Brand’s offhanded remark that
Cooper’s the only man who’s ever actually flown a shuttle. Fair
enough, but we are asked to believe that a massive clandestine (but
government operated) space program hasn’t bothered to recruit the
only experienced pilot around.
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Lost in space, Interstellar.

But the film asks us to believe that it’s the same. There
aren’t even any grain silos. Yes, the harvesters are all controlled
by automation, but the film seems to envision a world where people just consume what’s harvested directly out of their hoppers.
Of course city folks, even highly educated ones, live in a world
where none of these things exist. An amusing history could be
written detailing the agricultural fantasies of otherwise deep thinkers, from Malthus to Marx and beyond.
But it’s disconcerting to see this sort of problem in an
otherwise serious film; particularly one in which so much effort is
devoted to expounding the funda¬mentals of astrophysics.
Tarkovsky had a penchant for the mystifying, and his major films are often bewildering and almost incomprehensible. But
he knew how to tell a story so there aren’t any inexplicable gaps or
jarring inconsistencies. His films are strange and bewildering, but
a good part of their power derives from the fact their author knew
his craft.
So the result is an engrossing work that’s filled with irritating flaws. But still, the ideas are stimulating. The film makes
the viewer think, and in an age in which the cinema seems mostly
aimed at the mindless, that’s a considerable achieve¬ment.
q

Unfortunately, the more these problems are considered,
the worse they get. What makes all this irritating is that these inconsistencies could easily have been avoided. Nor do the interactions among the chief characters paper over them. The impression
the actors give is that they arrived on the set bringing heir previous
screen identities with them.
Unfortunately, that is an all too common problem. You
can’t blame the actors. If the director doesn’t insist they reshape
their screen identities to fit the film, they just go with what they’ve
done before. Sir Alfred Hitchcock’s famous retort to a journalist
who badgered him by asking was it true he had said that actors
were like cattle comes to mind. I didn’t say they were cattle, he
retorted, I said they should be treated like cattle. That is to say,
herded along. If the pacing of the film was faster, it might not matter. But it isn’t, so it is.
Nolan’s idea about society’s regression suffers from a
similar problem. Basically, the script reveals a city slicker’s attitude towards farming. That is to say, there’s an immaculate ignorance about how sophisticated, how techno-logically advanced,
the American farmer is. Farming is now a highly technical and
scientific enterprise. The massive fields of corn didn’t get that
way on their own. The processes of planting, harvesting, storing,
and distributing bear about as much resemblance to traditional agriculture as helicopters bear to Montgol¬fier’s hot air balloons.
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Louis-Ferdinand Céline.

Marcel and Proust
and Céline and Destouches
BY STEPHEN R BACHMANN
Ruskin, the great English critic. That year he published a translation of Ruskin’s The Bible of Amiens, explaining:
… aesthetic pleasure is given to us in addition if we love Beauty for itself

SAINTE-BEUVE. . . . As a critic, without any standard, steadiness, and
backbone, with the cosmopolitan libertine’s tongue for a medley of things,
but without the courage even to confess his libertinage. As a historian,
without philosophy, without the power of the philosophical eye. . .
—Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols

as something real existing outside of us, and infinitely more important
than the joy it gives us… Ruskin was one of those men … warned of the
presence near them of an eternal reality, intuitively perceived by inspiration, … to which they dedicate their ephemeral life in order to give it some
value. …It is the power of genius to make us love a beauty more real than
ourselves…. [27,33,59]

PROUST’S MASTERPIECE In Seach Of Lost Time took a long
long time to develop, to get written, and to get published. One of
the candidates for the beginning of SEARCH’s gestation period
might be December 23, 1904. This was the date that the French
commemorated the centennial of Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve,
one of France’s most celebrated – or notorious – in any case, major – critics.
During 1904, Proust had been busy translating John

But Sainte-Beuve was irritating Proust, as indicated by remarks
Proust published in 1906, in his introduction to his translation of
Ruskin’s Sesame and Lilies:
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search to perceive under matter, under experience, under words,
something which is different, this work is exactly opposite to that
effectuated in us minute by minute when we live diverted from ourselves by vanity, passion, intelligence, and habit too, when these
classification, these practical goals, pile over our true impressions
so as to hide them from us completely -- and we falsely call that
life… The work done by our vanity, our passion, our spirit of imitation, our abstract intelligence, our habits, it is that work which art
must destroy... [vi, 289, 299-300]

…one may say that Sainte-Beuve did not appreciate any of the great writers of his time. … This blindness of Sainte-Beuve, in regard to his time,
contrasts singularly with his pretentions to insight, to foreknowledge.
[138]

These considerations eventually moved Proust from translating
Ruskin into returning to fiction. In 1907, he told friends he was
leaving Ruskin translations; and in 1908, he was reporting work on
a “Parisian novel” which included pieces he had yet to integrate:
A study on the nobility
A Parisian novel
An essay on Sainte-Beuve and Flaubert
An essay on women
An essay on pederasty (not easy to publish)
A study on stained-glass windows
A study on tombstones
A study on the novel [Letter to d’Albufera, May 5/6]

Thus, according to Proust, there is a radical disjunction between
the self that functions in society and the artistic self that can ascertain and articulate the more real reality; and the obnoxious shortcoming –if not mortal sin – of Sainte-Beuve is to miss that critical
disjunction:
Sainte-Beuve’s … method ... of not separating the man and his work
... ignores what a very slight degree of self-acquaintance teaches
us: that a book is the product of a different self from the self we
manifest in our habits, in our social life, in our vices.... [98-99]

By 1909 he was writing friends:
I am finishing a book which in spite of its provisional title Against
Sainte-Beuve, Memory of a Morning, is a genuine novel and an
extremely indecent one in places… The book does indeed end with
a long conversation about Sainte-Beuve and about aesthetics ...
and once people have finished the book they will see (I hope) that
the whole novel is simply the implementation of the artistic principles expressed in this final part, a sort of preface if you like placed
at the end... [Letter to Vallette, mid-August]

Sainte-Beuve … did not ascertain that in literary work one sits in
solitude, and one must work to suppress all the language that has
been given to us from others, and even when we are alone we use
those words to conceptualize things, and therefore lose our own
true selves; literary work involves a confrontation between our superficial false, external and socialized self and our fundamental
true internal individual self; and there one must strive to hear the
true sounds from the inner heart, and express them in words which
do not derive from society’s overwhelming chatter. [cf. 103]

In the preceding, one will find many of the elements that ultimately
found their way into SEARCH. However, it seems that SEARCH
had to undergo at least one last “trial run” before maturation.
While SEARCH’s first volume Swann’s Way was first published in
1914, the materials Proust may have been referring to in 1909 may
have been placed in the manuscript drawer, to be published finally
in 1954 under the title of Against Sainte-Beuve (27years after the
publication of the final volume of SEARCH in 1927).
The theme that runs from Ruskin through Beuve through
SEARCH is that of the existence that “eternal reality,” “a beauty
more real than ourselves.” As Proust wrote in Beuve:

... it is the secretion of one’s innermost life, written in solitude and
for oneself alone, that one gives to the public. What one bestows
on private life--in conversation ... is the product of a quite superficial self, not of the innermost self which one can only recover by
putting aside the world and the self that frequents the world; that
innermost self which has waited while one was in company which
one feels certain is the only real self, and which artists--and they
only--end by living for, like a god whom they less and less often
depart from, and to whom they have sacrificed a life that has no
purpose except to do him honor. [104]

What we are doing is making our way back to life, shattering with all our force the
ice of the habitual and the rational which instantly congeals over reality and keeps
us from ever seeing it… [267]

Sainte-Beuve remained unable to understand that world apart,
shuttered and sealed against all traffic with the outer world, the
poet’s soul. ...by failing to see the gulf that separated the writer
form the man of the world, by failing to understand that the writer’s true self is manifested in his books alone, and that what he
shows to men of the world is merely a man of the world like themselves, Saint-Beuve came to set up that celebrated Method which
... is his title to fame, and which consists, if you would understand
a poet or writer, in greedily catechizing those who knew him, who
saw quite a lot of him, who can tell us how he conducted himself
in regard to women, etc.--precisely that is, at every point where the
poet’s true self is not involved. [106-107]

The stuff of our books, the substance of our sentences, should be drawn from our
imagination, not taken just as it comes from real life; but our actual style, and the
episodes too, should be made out of the transparent substance of our best moments,
those in which we transcend reality and the present. It is from those consolidated
drops of light that the style and the story of a book are made. [273]

And, as Proust summarized in SEARCH:
The greatness of true art …makes us recover, regain, and perceive that reality far from our daily living, from which we separate
ourselves more and more, as the conventional knowledge which
we substitute for it grows thicker and more impermeable, this reality which we are in danger of dying without having known it,
and which, is, quite simply, our life … This work of the artist, the

So it is absurd to judge the poet by the man, or by the report of his
friends, as Sainte-Beuve did... [127]
Perhaps it would be helpful to differentiate between Marcel and
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behavior. But to what degree does – or should – that fact affect our
appreciation of his work? The news has recently raised issues of
sexual predation with Bill Cosby and Woody Allen – and they join
Roman Polanski and Al Capp. To what degree does – or should –
those issues affect our appreciation of each person’s work?
One could make an interesting parlor game out of citations to behavior of effectual artists whom one would not want
to invite to the parlor game – or to the parlor. The purpose of
this essay, though, is to focus on the case of Dr. Louis Ferdinand
Auguste Destouches. He is better known by the pen name under
which he wrote, that of Louis-Ferdinand Céline. (Given our Marcel/Poet Proust/Personage dichotomy, Céline would be the poet,
and Destouches would be the personage.)
The artist who wrote under the name of Céline burst onto
the literary scene in 1932 with the publication of his novel Journey
to the End of the Night. A few years later (1936) he published
Mort à credit (Death on the Installment Plan, or Death by Credit.)
I found the former work to be staggering, and the latter work even
better; because in Credit, Céline refined and consummated a style
implicit in Journey, a style which effectively incarnates and expresses the black vision of both.
Before I elaborate on my own appreciation of Céline and
his masterworks, it is worth citing some of the appreciation which
Céline has garnered from other major figures. No less a figure than
Leon Trotsky wrote:

Proust. Marcel is the poet, and Proust is the man. Marcel was the
character at the center of SEARCH who narrated it. Proust was the
man who left that Marcel in the private study working as a writer,
and went out into the public to deal with society as a personage.
***
When Marcel [at the wedding of his brother Robert] came
to offer me his arm I discovered that he was bundled up like an explorer in the Arctic. He had not seen the light of day for months; he
feared the cold as much as he did the daylight, which he could no
longer stand at all. He had pulled three overcoats over his evening
clothes, and his shirt-front bulged over I don’t know how many
thicknesses of wool. His neck was swathed in woolen scarves.
…when the moment came to pass between the pews to
receive the offerings of the guests, the situation became tragic.
Marcel could barely move, buried as he was beneath so many garments….
While the organ played I did the “questing” by myself.
Behind me, at each row, stood Marcel, an unbelievable figure, his
Lazarus-like face with its melancholy mustache rising like a surprise out of his wooly black cerements. He felt he had to explain
himself, and to each row in turn he announced in a loud voice that
he was not able to dress otherwise, that he had been ill for months,
that he would be more ill that evening, that it was not his fault.
-Valentine Thomson, “My Cousin Marcel Proust,” Harper’s Magazine, Dec. 1931, p. 717
***
So far, so good – perhaps. On the surface, the proposition that an artist should not be judged by the jerk he is in real life
enjoys some credence. Indeed, Proust might be the first one that
one (as well as Proust) might cite to sustain this proposition. He
was a little weird, and one would not want to dismiss a work like
SEARCH because it was written by a fellow who sequestered himself in a cork lined room; and who even might have garnered sexual pleasure by sticking pins into rats. At the very least, we know
that Proust was unable to convince the Nouvelle Revue Française
to publish his first volume of SEARCH, due to his dubious reputation as a society dandy. Once NFR had the chance to read the
Swann’s Way that Proust finally self-published Swann, Andre Gide
apologized profusely:

Louis-Ferdinand Céline walked into great literature as other men walk
into their own homes. A mature man, with a colossal stock of observations
as physician and artist, with a sovereign indifference toward academicism, with an extraordinary instinct for intonations of life and language,
Céline has written a book which will survive, independently of whether he
writes other books, and whether they attain the level of his first. Journey
to the End of the Night is a novel of pessimism, a book dedicated by terror
in the face of life, and weariness of it, rather than by indignation. Active
indignation is linked up with hope. In Céline’s book there is no hope. …
Céline shows what is. For this reason he appears as a revolutionist.
But Céline is no revolutionist, and does not aim to be one. He does not
set himself the goal of reconstructing society, which is chimerical in his
eyes. He only wants to tear away the prestige from everything that frightens and oppresses him. To ease his conscience from terror in the face of
life, this physician of the poor had to resort to new modes of imagery. He
turned out to be the revolutionist of the novel.

The rejection of this book will remain the gravest mistake ever made by
the NRF--and (for I bear the same of being largely responsible for it) one
of the most bitterly remorseful regrets of my life ... [I recalled you] as the
man who wrote for the [conservative newspaper] Figaro. I thought of
you--shall I confess it?--as belonging to the Verdurin clan: a snob, a dilettante socialite--the worst possible thing for our review

After his encounter with Journey, Henry Miller said that
“no writer had ever given him such a shock” – and he re-wrote his
own Tropic of Cancer.
Charles Bukowski wrote “first of all read Céline; the
greatest writer of 2000 years.”
William Borroughs and Allen Ginsberg made it a point to visit
Céline in France in the late 1950s.
Philip Roth wrote: “To tell you the truth, in France, my Proust is
Céline! There’s a very great writer….. Céline is a great liberator. I
feel called by his voice.
William T. Vollman wrote:

So it would have been nice if the people at NFR had been
able to distinguish between Marcel the poet and Proust the personage; which they were eventually able to do when Marcel the poet
appeared – and contrasted so radically to Proust the personage.
But, as the lawyers say, the easy cases are easy, it is when
one faces the hard cases that one’s propositions get truly tested.
The actor Mel Gibson has gathered a reputation for being an unpleasant anti-Semite. To what degree does – or should – that fact
affect our appreciation of his work? Similarly, I recall reading
that Picasso allowed the lover he was dumping and the lover he
was taking to fight it out in front of him as he painted Guernica.
That serves as only one instance of his sexist and self-centered

“Why’s Céline a great writer? Because he pisses on everything. He’s got it all
– plot, character, you name it! Fellow citizens, this man pisses out astonishing
soliloquies, less logical and classically eloquent than Sade’s but equally effective
in their ghastly hilarity, more sincere in their despair. Then what? Down the toilet
with them! … Céline is a master of narrative concision…

And Kurt Vonnegut wrote:
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class childhood and early adulthood in early 20th France terrifies
like a hell. It is said that Schiller’s Robbers made some people
say they didn’t want to live in a world where such a play could be
written. After Journey and Credit, one balks at living in a world
such novels could be conceived, let alone written.
Proust relates two famous experiences in SEARCH, one
pertaining to brothels, and the other pertaining to the death of his
grandmother. In Credit, Céline provides his own versions and visions:

[Céline] did not seem to understand that aristocratic restraints and sensibilities, whether inherited or learned, accounted for much of the splendor of literature. In my opinion, he discovered a higher and more awful
order of literary truth by ignoring the crippled vocabularies of ladies and
gentlemen and by using, instead, the more comprehensive language of
shrewd and tormented guttersnipes.
Every writer is in his debt, and so is anyone else interested in
discussing lives in their entirety. By being so impolite, he demonstrated
that perhaps half of all experience, the animal half, had been concealed
by good manners. No honest writer or speaker will ever want to be polite
again…
….Céline gave us in his novels the finest history we have of the total collapse of Western civilization in two world wars…

. . . I found out all about the business people in the neighborhood . . . all
the ones who had themselves buggered . . . all the miscarriages . . . all the
cuckolds . . . between eleven o’clock and mid-night . . . I heard all about
des Pereires, how the low-down swine would get flagellated at the Etruscan Urns at Number 216 in the alley across the way . . . near the exit of
the Comédie Française . . . he liked a good shellacking . . . you could hear
him bellowing behind the velvet curtains . . . and it cost him twenty-five
francs a throw . . . cash on the line, naturally . . . and he seldom went a
week without getting himself whipped three times in a row! [387]

How did Céline inspire such pointed reactions? As a
matter of content, he provides one of the darkest visions of the
early 20th century. Journey includes a tour World War One, colonial Africa, commercialized New York, industrialized Detroit, and
the impoverished suburbs of Paris:

. . . Then I caught a glimpse of Grandma in her bed in the next room . . .
She was breathing hard, gasping suffocating, making a disgusting racket
. . . The doctor was just leaving . . . He shook hands with everybody . . .
Then they led me in. I could see she was fighting for breath. She was all
yellow and red, her face was covered with sweat, like a wax mask beginning to melt. . . Grandma stared at me, but her look was still friendly . .
. They had told me to kiss her . . . I was already leaning against the bed.
She motioned me not to . . . She smiled a little . . . She wanted to tell me
something . . . There was a rasping sound in her throat . . . it wouldn’t
come out . . . in the end she made it . . . she spoke as softly as she could . . .
“Work hard, my dear Ferdinand,” she whispered . . . I wasn’t afraid of her.
We understood each other deep down. . . The fact is that I have worked
hard, all in all . . . That’s nobody’s business . . . [99]

The rich don’t have to kill to eat. They “employ” people, as they call
it. The rich don’t do evil themselves. They pay. People do all they can to please
them, and everybody’s happy. They have beautiful women, the poor have ugly
ones. Clothing aside, they’re the product of centuries. Easy to look at, well fed, well
washed. After all these years, life can boast no greater accomplishment.
It’s no use trying, we slide, we skid, we fall back into the alcohol that
preserves the living and the dead, we get nowhere. It’s been proved. After all these
centuries of watching our domestic animals coming into the world, laboring and
dying before our eyes without anything more unusual ever happening to them either
than taking up the same insipid fiasco where so many other animals had left off, we
should have caught on. Endless waves of useless beings keep rising from deep down
in the ages to die in front of our noses, and yet here we stay, hoping for something
… We’re not even capable of thinking death through. [287]

Céline’s form may be more striking than his content, not
only because his style is singular, but moreover because its singularity proves singularly appropriate to his material. The previous
citations suggest how his presentation seems cubist; instead of trying to cram the world into one unified perspective, his view jumps
about, from spot to spot, building incrementally but inexorably:

While Journey involves the story of a young adult heading into
adult adventures, Credit serves as something of its predecessor. It
is a bildungsroman of a young petty bourgoies trying to make it
before World War One. Here his mother addresses him:
. . . But between you and me, Ferdinand, I don’t think our poor
shop . . . sh-h . . . will ever pick up again . . . Hum, hum, I fear the
worst. In our lace business . . . there’s no denying it . . . the competition has become impossible to meet . . . Your father doesn’t
understand . . . He’s not right in the thick of it, day in day out . . .
luckily, thank God for that . . . What you need nowadays isn’t a few
hundred francs, but thousands and thousands, if you want to lay in
a really up-to-date stock! Where can we find that kind of money?
Who’s going to give us credit, I ask you? It’s only the big businesses that can afford it, the enormous stores . . . Our little shops
are doomed . . . It’s only a question of time . . . a few years . . . or
months maybe . . . It’s a desperate struggle for nothing . . . The
big stores are crushing us . . . I’ve seen it coming for a long time .
. . Even in Caroline’s day things were getting harder and harder . .
. it’s nothing new . . . The slack season went on forever . . . longer
each year . . . worse and worse . . . Well, my boy, one thing I’ve got
is energy . . . you know that . . . We’ve got to get out of this mess!
Now here’s what I’m going to try to as soon as my leg is better . .
. [293-294]
In one sense, Céline provides an interesting riposte to Proust.
Proust’s upper middle class childhood and early adulthood in late
19th century France charms like a paradise. Céline’s lower middle

. . . the geese are gone . . . ah, at last! this one’s practically full . . . deep
muck . . . the geese come out . . . hundreds of them! . . . and cackle! cackle!
. . . with leveled beaks! And flapping wings! . . . they charge us! . . . the
housewives come out . . . to watch the riot of the geese! . . . it starts all over
again! . . . they’re not exactly angry at us . . . what they want is a feast of
nettles, mountains of leaves like the other day! They recognize us from the
farm . . . but we’ve got nothing to offer them . . . they’ve developed a taste .
. . they remember our faces and connect us with the banquet! . . . the whole
yard full of nettles! Heaps an mound! And they want us to do it again! . . .
they’re coming full steam . . . they won’t let us get away without recognizing them . . . they’ll never let us pass! . . . the rotten frantic gluttons! . . .
like the bourgeoisie at the family board . . . they hadn’t come for nothing .
. . we double back, but they’re still charging . . . ten! . . . twenty of them .
. . and cackle! cackle! they’re not guarding the huts or the capitol or the
marshes, they don’t’ give a shit! All they want is us! And our nettles! . . .
greedy bastards ready to tear us to pieces . . . our guts . . . our sleeves . .
. our ribs! cackle! cackle! . . . they’ve caught the epidemic! . . . our duffel
coats! . . . open us up! . . . and tear out our guts and eyes . . . along with
the nettles! . . . That business in Rome . . . I can see why the barbarians
took a powder! . . . here all the geese in Zornhof were on the warpath for
their favorite weed . . . so nobody can get through . . . same as the people
of Paris had stormed Versailles to bring back what they’d needed . . .
the royal couple and their heads . . . There at the farm we’d managed to
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tradition. We have to go back to the Merovingians to find as revolting a gibberish. It doesn’t flow. As for the profound problems! My
gifted one! And sensibility! Nevertheless, I grant he has a carat of
creativity, which is EXTREMELY RARE, I must confess. He and
Morand, but what do the critics recognize in them? Those blind
dogs, cross-eyed, fake ears, everything fake. Give me a break. [To
Jean Paulhan, 1949]

escape through a little doorway and the shed where they kept the peat and
firewood . . . [North, 306-307]

For what it’s worth, it might be fair to say that Céline’s writing
might be categorized more as poetry than prose. However one
wishes to label it, one must concede that without some exposure to
Céline, one cannot really say that one appreciates/ comprehends
all options for human expression.
***
I get a splitting headache every time I try to write about Céline. I
have one now. I never have headaches at any other time.
--Kurt Vonnegut
***
But once we have acknowledged Céline the genius, we
must turn to the self that he presented in quotidian history. If
Céline was the poet, who was the man Destouches? This is where
things grow problematic. Had Céline died with the publication of
Credit, it is likely that the world would have mourned his death
and celebrated his work, with minimal reservation or qualification.
However, beginning in 1937 Céline began publishing viciously
anti-Semitic tracts. They sold well. France fell.
During the German occupation, Céline remained in Paris.
As the Allies approached Paris in 1944, he fled to Germany with
other collaborators. Ultimately, he reached Denmark where he
was imprisoned. For a number of years it was an open question
whether France would execute him, or merely punish him. Céline wrote a number of works in and out of prison, many of them
dealing with his adventures after 1944, others dealing with his
complaints about his oppression in particular, and world history in
general. He died in 1961 (on the same day as Hemingway, July 1).
So what do we make of this from the perspective of Proust
and Sainte-Beuve? How much can we differentiate between the
author/artist and with the personage who manifests himself in
history? Roth attempted to raise that defense by noting that “his
anti- Semitism made him an abject, intolerable person. To read
him, I have to suspend my Jewish conscience, but I do it, because
anti-Semitism isn’t at the heart of his books…” Basically, Roth
is right, because in Céline’s literary works his personal politics
seldom appear, although on occasion one encounters an outburst
of racial insecurity:

Thus when Céline put pen to paper he was not always consistent in
his aesthetics and morals. The literary phenomenon sitting at his
desk could produce exquisite jewels as well as loathsome garbage.
One might observe that something similar happened in the social
self he showed in history. He may have made his contributions to
the rise of fascism and anti-Semitism before the war, but once the
Germans conquered Paris, he could have done a much better job
on cashing in on the deference they were prepared to give to him.
Biographer Frédéric Vitoux reports:
Céline became a member of no committee and no administration. He
balked unambiguously. He never provided any assistance, either by report, advice, or information, to the German ambassador, let alone the
Gestapo or the Central Jewish Office. [375]

“I merely request the German authorities to be so kind as to leave
me the hell alone,” Céline wrote to a friend. [377] He sarcastically
asked a Wehrmacht colonel how many months it would be before
Germany’s defeat. [376] When the Germans opened an Institute
for the Study of Jewish Affairs, he cracked “Hey, why don’t you
talk about Aryan stupidity?” leading a participant to moan “Ve
vill neffer be able to built anytink vit dees French!” [375] Another
frustrated German literary overseer wrote:
He has questioned and dragged through the mud almost everything of
positive value in human existence. For several years now he has been
writing books against the Jews and Freemasons, whom he hysterically
thrashes in a smutty, colloquial French. Is this really the kind of person who should have the decisive word in the great struggle against the
supranational powers, a person who deserves Germany’s attentions and
support? [382]

When Frenchmen came to Céline/Destouches in his doctor’s capacity in hopes of securing exemptions from foreign slave labor
service, he often obliged. Vonnegut reminds us that through his
career Destouches “was a physician who chose to serve patients
who were mainly poor. It was common for him not to be paid at
all.”
***

. . . only biology exists, the rest is hot air! . . . all the rest! . . . in the
world dance marathon . . . the “Gametes Ball” . . . the blacks and
yellows always win! . . . the whites are always the losers, “makeup base,” painted over, effaced! . . . politics, speeches, bullshit!
. . . only one truth! Biology! . . . in half a century, maybe sooner,
France will be yellow, black around the edges . . . [Rigadoon, 107]

Céline, who, in Journey to the End of the Night, moved through a morass
of poverty and misery, did not brook a single glimmer of possibilities of
improvement, in lieu of resistance he offered cynicism, cursing, instead of
a burgeoning political underground he showed us an underworld of despair and hopelessness. … When artists from a middle-class background
expressed their disguise, their non-belonging, they remained stuck in their
background by digging in individual pain; but by writing they god closer
to the people who viewed their activity as an unnecessary, luxurious extravagance. Perhaps they themselves did not yet comprehend, perhaps
they would never transcend their desperateness, their powerlessness, never be able to transfer their disquiet to a search for political insights, would
despise their origins only generally and not join the forces of upheaval. …
Full of misunderstandings, the members of the middle strata, of the petty
bourgeoisie, were pressing for a change in the conditions, many were en-

But if Céline’s singular literary self showed some restraint in
some literary productions, certainly it did not restrain itself in others. It is difficult to cite Céline’s explicitly anti-Semitic screeds
because his wife has prohibited their re-publication. (Indeed, it
may be illegal to publish them now in France given France’s laws
concerning hate speech.) Perhaps some sense of Céline’s sorrier
literary self may be garnered from comments he made on Proust:
Ah, Proust. If he hadn’t been a Jew no one would talk about him
anymore. And a bugger! And haunted by buggery. He doesn’t write
in French but in an elaborate Franco-Yiddish outside any French
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that sexual self is not so accommodating. Indeed, one should be
balk at using the term sexual “self,” because, in fact, as many different selves may appear in sexual encounter as appear in other social encounters. Many different selves appear in public, depending
upon whether the other person(s) is an adversary, a friend, a sports
gathering, a cousin, a child
For what it is worth, it is interesting to note how certain
major 20th century cultural figures turn to their maternal names
when they pick a name to associate with their public presentations.
Céline was the name of Destouches’ grandmother. Picasso was the
name from his maternal side, his paternal name was Ruiz. Theodor Adorno used his mother’s name, his paternal name was Wiesengrund.
***

ticed by fascism, with their half-baked ideas they wound up with the teachings of the reactionaries, others began to understand their dependence
on capitalism, they too were wage earners, producers of surplus value,
bled white, none of them, whether in an office, a bureau, a university, or a
research center, owned the means of production.
–Peter Weiss, The Aesthetics of Resistance, 161,162

***
Can any sense be made of Céline? Malraux simply decided that
Céline simply sick – and Céline’s World War One decorations did
tie in to head traumas. Certainly Céline’s comments on Proust
suggest a level of insanity: it is hard to find much rational there
with which one might argue. It is hard to pursue a discussion when
the argument is name calling.
For my part, I would pursue the suggestions of Weiss,
and categorize Céline under the label of anarcho-petty-bourgeoisindividualist (a phrase from the days of Mao). In capitalist society
there are the rich, whose class situations allow them to relate to
and rely upon one another. Similarly, a proletarian by his or her
workplace situation is all but forced into some sort of solidarity
with his or her fellows. By contrast, the petty bourgeois, the small
proprietor, lives as an isolated monad, in conflict with the other
competing atoms of his class. It is this class situation that Céline
lived. It is this class situation that his greatest two novels articulate. Perhaps it was this class situation which made him such a
contrarian, even when the Nazis invited him to collaborate with
their enterprises. It does seem that Céline found it difficult if not
impossible to get along with almost everyone (including the Jewish American Milton Hindus who tried to produce an appreciative
biography of “the crippled giant”).
***

And it was the real me when I was with her. It was also the real me when
I was with Hilde. It was also the real me when I got drunk with Espen or
any of the others at school. I was the real me, but the real mes were irreconcilable.
-- Karl Ove Knausgaard, My Struggle, Book Four, 301

***
During the last years of his sane life Nietzsche began
challenging the notions of a united self in his notebooks:
Nowadays we’ve forbidden ourselves to spin yarns about “unity,” the “soul,” the “person”: hypotheses like these make one’s problem
more difficult, that much is clear. [30]

We place a word at the point where our ignorance begins –
where we can’t see any further, e.g., the word “I”, the words “do” and
“done to”: these may be the horizons of our knowledge, but they are not
“truths.” [106]

...there existed several Duchesses de Guermantes, just as, beginning with
the lady in pink, there had existed several Mme Swanns... not merely separated but different, each one bedecked with the dreams which I had had at
very different periods...
¬--Proust, SEARCH, vi, 442

We need unities in order to be able to count: we should not
therefore assume that such unities exist. We have borrowed the concept
of unity from our concept of “I”- our oldest article of faith. …Now rather
late in the day, we have become quite convinced that our concept of “I”
guarantees nothing in the way of a real unity. [246]

***
So is Céline sick, insane, an anarcho-petty-bourgeois-individualist, or all of the above? Perhaps Proust provides an answer
deriving from his discussions on Sainte-Beuve. Again, in those
discussions, Proust postulates the existence of two selves, the self
that sits at the desk and transforms personal insight into new forms
of expression; and the self that presents itself to society and accommodates itself to other people and the clichés by which they
live.
However, it does seems that Proust might also have conceded the existence of more than two selves. A self can change
over time. Or, indeed, more than one self may exist in one brain at
one time. It depends on what stimulates what.
The mutability of the “self” would seem to be a fundamental human attribute. Witness how human children play pretend. And
how many human adults like to act. And how many other humans
like to watch the actors act – and pay them money and homage to
do so.
One recent cultural phenomenon which has raised these
issues is the Fifty Shades of Grey books (and movie(s)). It is not
hard to argue that the self one which one presents in everyday life
is different from the self which emerges and performs in sexual encounter. Ideally, the sexual person is more gentle, vulnerable and
intimate; but Shades of Grey underscores the point that sometimes

It seems clear that Proust began pursuing these notions in his own
art; and with his confrontations with Sante-Beuve he made them
into a central point of his masterpiece: a human being may be more
complicated and refractory than our convenient categories might
prefer. Indeed, the same can be said concerning consciousness
and depictions of it. The degree to which Proust began deconstructing the self also reflects itself in the degree to which he deconstructed consciousness. Again, Nietzsche:
Everything which enters consciousness as a “unity” is already tremendously complicated: we only ever have a semblance of unity. [113]

And of course all this from Nietzsche and Proust points to Céline
and Destouches. When we look past the poet to the fascist enabler,
we realizes that the complications are true; the implications are
serious; and all of this merits study with a sensitivity that pays
attention to the subtleties of a tuning fork. Or, as Nietzsche asks
the question, how does one philosophize with a hammer (i.e., the
“hammer” that strikes the tines of a tuning fork). One answer is
that one writes like Marcel – or Céline.		
q
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Josephine Sacabo at A Gallery for Fine Photography.

Calendar
COMPILED BY MERIDIAN GILL
ARTHUR ROGER GALLERY, 432 Julia St. (522-1999, www.arthurrogergallery.com). “Scintilla,” video art by Courtney Egan,
Through Jan. 30 Nicole Charbonnet, paintings, through January
30. ”City Portraits — New Orleans,” paintings by John Hartman,
through Feb. 27. “From a Distance,” sculpture by Gene Koss,
through Feb. 27.

A GALLERY FOR FINE PHOTOGRAPHY, 241 Chartres St.
(568-1313, www.agallery.com). Josephine Sacabo: ‘Juana and the
Structures of Reverie’ on exhibit for the first time! A new series of
42 11×14 wet collodion tintypes, through January 30.
ACADEMY GALLERY, 5256 Magazine St. (899-8111, www.
noafa.com).

BARRISTER’S GALLERY, 2331 St. Claude Ave. (525-2767,
www.barristersgallery.com). “The Raw and the Cooked,” group
exhibition featuring Bruce Davenport, Kate Lacour, Myrtle von
Damitz III, John Slade, Sallie Ann Glassman, John Isiah Walton
and others. Jan. 9-Feb. 6

ANTENNA GALLERY, 3718 St Claude Ave. (298-3161, www.
press-street.com/antenna) “7 on 7,” group exhibition of paintings,
sculpture and photography about the vices and virtues
Jan. 9-Feb. 7
ARIODANTE GALLERY, 535 Julia St. (524-3233, www.ariodantegallery.com). Work by David Lumpkin and Dana Manly; jewelry by Kathy Bransfield; crafts by Mary Stuart; photography by
Belinda Tano, Jan. 9-31

BOYD SATELLITE, 440 Julia St. (899-4218, www.boydsatellitegallery.com). Megalomania 2 (January), Mason Saltarrelli
(March).
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Anita Cooke at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
______

BRUNNER GALLERY, 215 N. Columbia St. Covington (985893-0444, www.brunnergallery.com). Rick Brunner, New Sculpture and Furniture Designs.

www.cacno.org). “B-R-I-C-K-I-N-G,” work by James Hoff,
through February 28th; Jacqueline Humphries,through February
28th, 2016.

CALLAN CONTEMPORARY, 518 Julia St. New Orleans (5250518), www.callancontemporary.com). “Living Energy,” mixedmedia sculpture by Key-Sook Geum, Jan. 9-Feb. 27.

d.o.c.s. Gallery, 709 Camp St. (524-3936, www.docsgallery.com).
FOUNDATION GALLERY, 1109 Royal. (568-0955, www.foundationgallerynola.com).

CAROL ROBINSON GALLERY, 840 Napoleon Ave. at Magazine (895-6130, www.carolrobinsongallery.com).”Marshland
Sky,” new paintings by Robert Malone, Jan. 9-30.

HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION, 533 Royal St.
(523-4662, www.hnoc.org). Awash with Color: Seldom-Seen Watercolor Paintings by Louisiana Artists, 1789–1989. January 21st,
through May 21st, 2016. Located at Laura Simon Nelson Galleries, 400 Chartres St.; “An Architect and His City: Henry Howard’s New Orleans, 1837-1884,” exhibition of photography and
documents, through April 3; “Rolland Golden’s Hurricane Katrina
Series: A Selection,” paintings by Rolland Golden, at the Williams
Research Center, through Jan. 16

COLE PRATT GALLERY, 3800 Magazine St.(891-6789, www.
coleprattgallery.com). Mac Ball Exhibition, January 4th through
February 27th, 2016. Susan Downing-White Exhibition, Februuary 26th through March 1st, 2016.
COLLINS DIBOLL ART GALLERY, Loyola University, (8615456, www.loyno.edu/dibollgallery/). “Hippocamp and Delta,”
work by Lee Deigaard; “Specters,” work by Rachel Jones Deris,
through Jan. 22.

GEORGE & LEAH MCKENNA MUSEUM OF AFRICANAMERICAN ART, 2003 Carondelet St. (586-7432, www.themckennamuseum.com). Noirlinians Fashion Blog Photography Exhibition: PhotoNOLA 2015 Exhibition, through January 30th, 2016.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER, 900 Camp St. (210-0224,
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Dawn DeDeaux in “Ten Years Gone” at the New Orleans Museum of Art.

______

LE MIEUX GALLERIES, 332 Julia St. (522-5988, www.lemieuxgalleries.com) “Working the Wetlands,” paintings by Aron Belka
Through Jan. 30.

GOOD CHILDREN GALLERY, 4037 St Claude (616-7427, www.
goodchildrengallery.com). “Surrogate,” new work by Jeff Rinehart, Jan. 9-Feb. 7. “Wad,” new sculpture by Aaron McNamee,
Jan. 9-Feb. 7

LONGUE VUE HOUSE AND GARDENS, 7 Bamboo Rd. (4885488). “The Legacy of Elegance,” photographs of Longue Vue by
Tina Freeman, through Feb. 14

ISAAC DELGADO FINE ARTS GALLERY, 615 City Park Ave.
(671-6377, www.dcc.edu/dnts/art-gallery).

LOUISIANA STATE MUSEUM CABILDO, 701 Chartres St.
(568-6968, www.lsm.crt.state.la.us). From Dirty Shirts to Buccaneers: the Battle of New Orleans (art, artifacts, and documents);
“Louisiana: A Medley of Cultures,” art and display exploring Louisiana’s Native American, African and European influences.

JEAN BRAGG GALLERY OF SOUTHERN ART, 600 Julia
Street, (895-7375, www.jeanbragg.com). “Smalls for the Walls,”
miniature paintings by Camille Barnes and Steve Bourgeois,
through Jan. 31
JONATHAN FERRARA GALLERY, 400a Julia St. (522-5471,
www.jonathanferraragallery.com), Group exhibition of German artists represented by Berlin’s Galerie Jochen Hempel,
through Feb. 13; Anita Cooke: New Mixed Media Paintings
February 17 – March 26, 2016; Kathleen Ariatti Banton: “Between The River And The Lake, ”February 17 – March 26.

MARTINE CHAISSON GALLERY, 727 Camp St. (304-7942,
www.martinechaissongallery.com). “Processed Views,” photography by Barbara Ciurej and Lindsay Lochman, through Jan. 30.
NEWCOMB ART GALLERY, Tulane University.
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(865-5328,

Sarah House at the Ogden Museum.

www.newcombartgallery.tulane.edu). A Shared Space: KAWS,
Karl Wirsum, and Tomoo Gokita, through January 3, 2016.

OCTAVIA ART GALLERY, 454 Julia St. (309-4249). Recent watercolor, mixed media, mosaic and sculpture work by Nall
Jan. 9-Feb. 27

NEW ORLEANS MUSEUM OF ART, City Park. (658-4100),
www.noma.org). “Jasper Johns: Reversals,” exhibition of prints
Through Jan. 31; Photographs by Tina Barney, through Feb. 28;
“Pierre Joseph Landry: Patriot, Planter, Sculptor,” through March
20; “Time/Frame,” photography from the permanent collection
Through Feb. 28; “Visions of US: American Art at NOMA”
Through Jan. 24.

SOREN CHRISTENSEN GALLERY, 400 Julia St. (569-9501,
www.sorenchristensen.com). Jamali, January.
STELLA JONES GALLERY, Place St. Charles, 201 St. Charles
Ave. (568-9050, www.stellajonesgallery.com). “Charles and
Leonard,” mixed media work and paintings by Charles Gillam and
Leonard Maiden, through Jan. 9.

NEW ORLEANS PHOTO ALLIANCE, 1111 St Mary St. (6104899, www.neworleansphotoalliance.org). “Broken Land, Still
Lives,” photography by Eliot Dudik, through Feb. 14.

STEVE MARTIN STUDIOS, 624 Julia St. (566-1390, www.stevemartinfineart.com). Artisan Junction: Gustavo Duke, Travis
Linde, Amy Boudreaux, Jose Luis Rodriguez, Jedd Haas, Steven Soltis, and others, ongoing.

OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART, 925 Camp St. (5399600. www.ogdenmuseum.org). “Currents 2015,” juried exhibition of photography by New Orleans Photo Alliance members
through Jan. 24; “Sweetheart Roller Skating Rink,” photography
by Bill Yates, through Jan. 17; “Bent, Not Broken,” drawings by
Michael Meads, through Feb. 28; Sarah House, January 7, 2016
- March 29, 2016

THE FRONT, 4100 St Claude Ave. (301-8654, www.nolafront.
org). “Shiftchange,” group exhibition of work by new gallery artists. Jan. 7-Feb. 7
UNO-ST. CLAUDE GALLERY, 2429 St. Claude Ave. (280-6410,
www.finearts.uno.edu/gallery.html). “Sedate Maneuvers,” solo exhibition by Dan Tague, Jan. 9-Feb. 7.
q
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PIERRE JOSEPH LANDRY
Patriot, Planter, Sculptor
OCTOBER 16 – MARCH 20, 2016

The Artist Observing an Indian Maiden at Her Bath,
magnolia wood, 15 x 18 ¾ x 5 inches, New Orleans
Museum of Art, Gift of Mrs. Emilie Kuntz and
family of Emile N. Kuntz, 82.243

Pierre Joseph Landry: Patriot, Planter, Sculptor is jointly organized by the Louisiana State Museum and the New Orleans Museum of Art.
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